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From the Executive Director’s Desk
by John Hood
Executive Director, PRWA
“HydroSoul”

A recent article distributed by the PA PUC

reminded me of a trend that is definitely beneficial
in some ways (and in certain circumstances) but
eventually leads to a tremendous loss. Large companies
have been buying up small water/wastewater systems
and many times it is because DEP or the PUC has
encouraged the takeover. Eventually we may, at some
distant point in the future, arrive at a point where our
local water and wastewater systems are not run by a
large conglomerate located overseas but by a super
computer with a software program that never misses
a water test or fails to send in a report on time.  When
this occurs, some will  say that we have approached
optimization of our delivery
system.
I would like to point out
that, with this type of remote
operation, we miss some very
important “happenings”.   We
would miss the community
block grants that Connie
Lance obtained for Cranesville
and the new water facilities
at Leesburg spearheaded by
Sue Shepp. East Petersburg
would miss the leadership of
Herb Mattern and Walker
Township Association would
have missed the loyal service
of Guy Shaffer. Guy was
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there to help form the water association in 1955; and
has managed it efficiently ever since.
Remote management is very organized and
routine. You can almost “mail it in”, so to speak, as
far as local involvement goes. But, everyday there
are thousands of people across Pennsylvania working
to provide rural water and wastewater services that
do not “mail it in”. They are proud of the work they
do. They meet the challenges of treating drinking
and waste water in a manner that keeps their system
in compliance with each new regulation. They are
taking courses and becoming certified; serving on
volunteer boards and working hard to serve their
communities.
Also, if our local system is run from England
or France there is no reason to meet the second
Tuesday of each month at the community or borough
building. There would be no need to spend time
together deciding how to meet the new challenges,
no feeling of community, and no chance to see the
picture of Helen’s new granddaughter or the ten point
buck that Earl shot on the last day of the season. We
do need efficient management that assures quality
water services but there is no need to throw the “baby
out with the bath water” (which, by the way, can be
effectively treated by your locally owned and operated

1-800-653-PRWA
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-------------------------- PA DEP Client 10 #
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Thursday EVENING AWARD
DINNER & ENTERTAINMENT! $45.00/person
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PRWA, 138 West Bishop Street, Bellefonte, PA 16823
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Get to Know Your Legislators!
by Sarah Eutsey
PRWA State Legislative Committee Chairperson

It’s early spring and it reminds me that the
PRWA Annual Conference is on the way!  It is such
a great conference to attend and mostly rejuvenating
like the newer weather.  
In this article I would like to talk to you about
building relationships with State Legislators.   One
important way to begin building relationships and
influence policy outcomes is to meet in person with
your local legislators.  Establishing this relationship
early will pay off when key votes come up during
the session.  Laying the groundwork can begin with
a simple meeting.  The following steps show how to
set up, prepare, and follow-up on a meeting with your
state representative or senator.
1. Logistics
2. Set Up
3. Prepare
4. At The Meeting
5. Get a Commitment
6. Follow Up
Remember, legislators are much more likely
to pay attention to the comments and opinions of
a person they know and respect than a faceless
constituent.  Get to know your legislators!
Logistics: Meeting with a legislator usually
works well with 2 – 5 people focusing on a specific
issue or bill. My visits have been one-on-one and they
were very relaxed and productive.
Set Up: You may wish to send a letter to
your legislator in advance requesting the meeting
and follow-up with a phone call. Don’t be afraid to
call your legislator directly to set up a meeting.  Tell
him/her the issue you would like to discuss and set
up a mutually agreeable time and place.  
Prepare: Plan how the meeting will run
and who will speak from your group.  Agree among
yourselves what you would like to ask the legislator
and what action your want him/her to take.
At The Meeting: Start by allowing everyone
6

in the group to introduce themselves.  You should
ask specific questions and allow the legislator to
respond.  Be ready to defend your position with facts
and information.  Show the legislator how a particular
bill would affect his/her district.
It is impossible for a legislator to know every
detail of every issue.  Make sure you are prepared to
explain the issue or bill in case he/she does not know
a lot about it.  You may choose to bring some written
information about the issue or bill.
Get  a Commitment: Make sure that you are
able to leave the meeting knowing where the legislator
stands on the bill or issue and what he/she has agreed
to do.  Document the meeting and be sure to include
what he/she agreed to do.
Follow-up: Follow up with a letter to the
legislator, repeating the details of the meeting and any
outcomes or agreements made.  Don’t forget to thank
him/her for meeting with you.
From the base of having met face-to-face, work
to keep the lines of communication open.  Call or write
your legislators to get updates on your issues or bills
and restate your position.  When the legislators are in
town and hold a forum, go and ask questions. If you
are at the Capital for any reason, make sure you stop
in and say hello to your senator and representative.  
Be ready to set up subsequent meetings as new issues
arise or as key votes approach.  
Remember, legislators are much more likely to
pay attention to the comments and opinions of a person
they know and respect than a faceless constituent. Get
to know your legislators! You will be surprised at the
satisfaction you will gain from personal involvement
in our legislative process.  It is an interesting learning
experience and a rewarding public responsibility.
You can join our legislative committee by
sending your name, system, phone number and e-mail
address to seutsey@prwa.com.

h
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Please Contact Sharon for these Details & Marketing Advantages!
Call: 800-653-PRWA or Email: Sharon@prwa.com

PlGirs members don\ ju.s1 mvest
with PLGIT They a"' PLGIT Our
memb<rs built us from the ground
u p, .00 nch memb<r o"'m a picoe o£ PLGIT
In £act, our memb<rs guide PLGm lm$nwnt
philosophy and 0\'trsee our operations And
th<y do It well. 0\•er the years, PLGIT h:u
grown into • trust with nearly s• billion in
assetS. Call us today at 1-800-572-1472 or
,;sit our web site at Mvw.PLGIT.eom, and find
out why PLGIT IS the perfect fit (or your loal
government or school.

fi'LGIT
Existing Solely For Your Success
I-800·S72·l472 • www.PLG IT.eom
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Thank
You
Letters

Saluting
Our
Staff

We would like to take this opportunity to
thank the Pennsylvania Rural Water Association
for their assistance in our time of need due to
the tremendous disaster that Hurricane Rita
has brought to our parish.  The knowledge and
assistance that your entire crew brings with
them is irreplaceable.  The professional manner
in which they approach each problem, their
compassion towards the people of Cameron
Parish, and their desire to help speaks highly of
your personnel.  Your crew has helped us expedite
the recovery process of our small systems.  On
behalf of all of the water systems in Cameron
Parish and the citizens of Cameron Parish we
would like to extend our sincere appreciation
for all of your tireless hours of hard work in the
recovery effort of our communities.
With Sincere Gratitude,
Cameron Parish
Water &
Wastewater

Pennsylvania
Rural Water
Association,
Louisiana
Rural Water Association
would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for sending
some of your experienced staff to help in
our hurricane relief efforts.  Your willingness to
help is overwhelming and truly appreciated not only
by us but also the systems they have worked with.
We are very appreciative of your support as well
as your assisting us in our efforts by providing support
to the water and wastewater industry in our damaged
state.  The world is a better place with the help of
associations and staff such as yours.
Thank you again,  Pat

December 22, 2005
Gentlemen:
Once again Mr. Cowles has come to our rescue in
locating a water leak which was costing us in excess of
40,000 gallons of water per day.
We would like to thank Mr. Cowles for the help he has
given us at this time and in the past.  We are looking
forward to a long and congenial working relationship
with him.
John Thurman, Chairman
West Carroll Township Water and Sewer Authority

November 2, 2005
PRWA Staff,
Many thanks for an enjoyable training session at the
Pleasant Acres complex.  Penny, Dave, and all the staff
are an asset to the industry.
Timothy L. Pfaff, Utility Supervisor
West Manheim Township
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Power+ Performance = Productivity
(the successful inspection equation)

high performance solutions for all your applications and environments

Residential Laterals
& Commercial Drainage

Municipal Sanitary
& Storm Systems

Industrial Process
Sewers & Plant Piping

flexidata"' software for
Data Collection & Analysis

Power. Performance. Pearpoint.
Since 1983, Pearpoint has provided a simple formula for inspection professionals
to achieve outstanding results-invest in quality and you'll reap the rewards.
Dollar for dollar our systems outperform all others in the field. Cost studies• have
shown that Pearpoint customers enjoy higher levels of produdivlty and
substantial cast of ownership savings over those running other cav systems
available in the market.
We invite you to experience the Pearpoint difference for yourself.

Call or visit our website to request a field demo and more information.

•

earpoint
Pennsylvania Authorized Factory Dealer
Pow-R-Mole 800.344.6653
Pearpoint Corporate Office 800.688.8094

--1t

-.pellrpolnt.alm

a world of inspection solutions
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Where is
This in PA?
This photo is of a landmark
somewhere in Pennsylvania.  
Do you know where?  If you
think that you have an idea
where this scene is located,
you may FAX or E-mail
your answer to the PRWA
office. A winner is chosen
from a hat drawing of the
correct submissions.   We
will announce the location
answer and the winner of
this contest in the next issue
of the Keystone Tap.  

FAX us at (814) 353-9341 or E-mail us at prwa@prwa.com.
WWW.PRWA.COM
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Featured Wastewater System

Centre Hall-Potter Sewer Authority

T he Centre Hall Potter Wastewater
Treatment Plant services a primarily residential
area serving a population of about eighteen hundred
people, in Centre County. The area has the normal
restaurants, grocery stores, and other commercial
activities. One elementary school is in the service
area.
Background
The existing on-lot septic systems had a
high percentage of malfunctions because of the lack
of adequate lot sizes and suitable soils for on-lot
disposal.
A wastewater survey was completed in
1991 by the Borough and Township and the results
showed:
 20% of systems were cesspools, boreholes or
sinkhole discharges
 30% reported malfunctioning systems
 12% had separate systems for wash/drain
water
In November of 1992, the Potter Township
Supervisors and Centre Hall Borough adopted
a Sewage Facilities Plan to provide municipal
sewerage service to Centre Hall Borough and
surrounding areas of Potter Township. In October
1993, the Centre Hall – Potter Sewer Authority was

12

formed by the Township and Borough. Two residents
from Potter Township and three residents from Centre
Hall Borough comprise the Board.
Construction of the plant and collection system
was begun in 1996 and completed by the fall of 1997.
A total of 946 EDU’s were connected beginning in
the fall of 1997 and all of the lateral connections were
completed by the fall of 1998. Currently there are 1142
EDU’s connected to the system. The collection system is
mainly a conventional gravity sewer with about 75,000
feet of sanitary sewer lines and one pumping station
constructed in 2005 to service a new development. A
total of 9500 feet of pressurized sewer line make up
the remainder of the collection system including two
private pumping stations (trailer parks). The total project
cost was 6.2 million with 4.8 million financed through
PennVest.  
Treatment Process Description
The treatment plant is a 285,000 gallons per day,
Aqua-Aerobics sequencing batch reactor. Plant flows are
currently about 127,000 gallons per day. Sequencing
batch reactors act as an equalization basin, aeration basin
and clarifier all within a single reactor. Two reactors
are used in a predetermined sequence of operation.
A microprocessor system panel controls the process
and allows the flexibility to vary the several phases of
operation. Each reactor maintains its own biomass, and
during the final aeration, settle and decant phases the
raw wastewater is pumped into the opposite reactor. At
the end of the settling and decant cycle, a submerged
pump draws sludge from the bottom of the basin to the
aerobic digester. The sludge wasting duration controls
the mixed liquor concentration for the reactors.
Major Components
Preliminary treatment of the wastewater
includes a mechanical Lakeside Micro Strainer screen
contained in a preliminary treatment building. The
screens are transported up a screw conveyor and through

a compaction/dewatering chamber. The screening
equipment produces de-watered screenings capable of
passing the EPA Paint Filter Test. The wastewater is then
pumped from an influent wet well to the batch reactor
basins.
The aeration equipment consists of three thirtyhorsepower positive displacement blowers for the batch
reactors and three seven and half horsepower positive
displacement blowers for the two aerobic digesters. The
batch reactors have three banks of retrievable fine bubble
diffusers, and two retrievable coarse bubble diffusers
are used in the aerobic digesters. AquaDDM floating
mixers are installed in all of the tanks and are designed
to provide sufficient mixing energy to keep the biological
solids in suspension. The mixers also enhance the
transfer of oxygen to help maintain a uniform residual
dissolved oxygen level in all portions of the reactors.
The blowers are cycled to enhance nutrient removal.
Two floating gravity decanters withdraw the
treated wastewater through an outlet weir just below
the surface of the water. The position of the outlet weir
allows effluent to be withdrawn from the uppermost
portion of the basin without allowing any surface
scum to be drawn into the effluent. The weir assembly
discharges into a post equalization basin. The treated
wastewater is disinfected using ultraviolet light.
Discharge Location
Prior to construction, two options were discussed
with DEP concerning the effluent discharge location.
One option would include a direct discharge into
Sinking Creek (a high quality stream) and the other
option involved discharging into a vast wetland area
prior to Sinking Creek. Studies reviewed indicated that
the treated effluent discharge into the wetland area has
a positive impact on the wetland and the subsequent
receiving stream. The “polishing effect” of the wetland
acts as tertiary treatment, lowering the BOD5, TSS and
nutrient impact on Sinking Creek, so this option was
chosen. The eight-inch, 11,000 foot pressure outfall
discharges to a rip rap area near the wetlands.

their composting facilities. The dried sludge from
the beds is hauled to a local landfill.
Process Control
Routine process control consists of pH
monitoring, settleable solids tests, dissolved oxygen
profiles and microscopic exams of the mixed liquor.
TSS samples from the waste sludge and reactor
basins are run weekly. Sludge age and F:M are
calculated weekly.
Centre County Grange Fair
During the last week of August every year,
the Grange Fair is held in the community. The Grange
has its own collection system and discharges into the
CHPSA collection system via a metering manhole.
In 2002, the Grange installed a flow equalization
system, which dramatically improved the plant’s
capability to handle the total nitrogen loading.
During the week of the fair, total nitrogen loading
to the plant doubles along with a 30% increase in
plant flow.
Staffing / Miscellaneous
Two full time employees (Dave Hartnett,
Tony Shreffler) and a part-time office manager (Carol
Welch) comprise the staff. The Authority recently
purchased a push camera and a trailer mounted
jetter. Income and expenses are updated yearly and
projected for a five-year period. Rates are currently
$53 per month per EDU. The treatment plant has

Sludge Disposal
Two forty-by-forty sludge drying beds were
included in the construction. The majority of the sludge
generated by the plant is hauled to the University Area
Joint Authority as a liquid, where it is processed through
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Craw lord Count~
Registration deadline: 12/21 05
Janual") 31,2006

Berks (ount\
Registration deadline: 113106

March 24, 2006
Hosted at Annual Confc•·cncc!
Centre ( OUOt)
Registration deadline: 2117 06

~rural

A ssoc/t:1P/tJ1t

will be hosting Operator

Certification Exams in 2006!

May 16,2006
Linesville; Crawford County
Registration deadline: 4/ 18/06
May 18,2006
Lawre nceville; Tioga County
Registration deadline: 4/ 18/06
July 11, 2006
Seven Springs Resort;
Westmoreland County
Registration deadline: 6/ 13/06

(1 day)
EXAM ONLY

July 20, 2006
Berks County
Registration deadline: 6/22/06

$25 for Members
$50 for Non-Members

September 27, 2006
Crawford County
Registration deadline: 8/30/06

Hurry to meet deadlines
& avoid closed test dates!

September 28, 2006
Westmoreland County
Registration deadline: 8/30/06

PRWA website: www.prwa.com
for more information
and/or to register on-line

November 7, 2006
Tioga County
Registration deadline: 10/ 10/06
November 9, 2006
Centre County
Registration deadline: 10/ 10/06
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OR Call us for the forms!
800-653-PRWA

watch for review classes
prior to these test dates!
1-800-653-PRWA
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
FOR SMALL PUBLIC SYSTEMS
F A C I N G ACQUISITION
By James Melia

Increasingly, small public water and wastewater systems have been the target of acquisition
activities by larger investor-owned utilities.  There are a number of reasons why small systems may
decide to be acquired.  These factors can include:
•
More stringent regulatory requirements imposed at the state and federal levels.
•
The inability to fund infrastructure requirements due to small size and limited customer
base.
•
Regulatory pressures to regionalize in order to compete with private providers.
The acquisition of small water and wastewater systems is not a new development.  
For the last 10-15 years, the number of small private regulated water and wastewater systems has
been reduced from 500 to fewer than 200.  The systems are primarily regulated by the Public Utility
Commission.  Additionally, associations and cooperatives providing water service have also been the
subject of acquisition.
Now that the pool of private systems has been reduced, investor-owned utilities are
looking increasingly at acquiring public water and wastewater systems.
For example, Pennsylvania American Water Company (“PAWC”) has acquired a number
of public systems located in areas where it has an existing customer base such as Butler County and
Clarion County.  Aqua PA, the other large PA investor-owned utility, has focused its efforts more in
southeastern and northeastern PA.  As an example, PAWC has, since 1996, acquired the following
public systems:
•
Township of Morris General Authority
•
Taylor Township (Mercer County)
•
Applewold Borough (Armstrong County)
•
Independence Township Water Authority (Washington County)
•
Koppel Borough (Mercer County)
•
Center Township (Butler County)
•
Strattanville Borough (Clarion County)
•
Franklin Township Municipal Authority (Mercer County)
•
City of Coatesville (Chester County)
•
Butler Township Water and Sewer Authority (Butler County)
•
West Decatur Water Authority (Centre County)
•
Sandy Ridge Water Authority (Centre County)
•
Sligo Borough Authority (Clarion)
•
Shippenville Borough Authority (Clarion)
•
Connequenessing Borough Authority (Butler County)
•
East Fallowfield Water and Sewer Department (Chester County)
There are a number of similar characteristics which occur with many of these acquisitions.  
These characteristics include:
•
The acquired entity is strategically located near the existing service area of the investorowned utility.
16
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•
•
•

The customer size of the acquired system is from 300-400 to 1,500-2,000 customers.
The acquisition is usually financed by PENNVEST loans.
The acquisition is precipitated by one or more reasons such as: (i) an inability to obtain
needed managerial and/or operating personnel; (ii) high unaccounted for water and
expensive leak detection equipment; (iii) failing wells, contaminated sources, low pressure
or a failing filtration plant; and (iv) inability to meet regulatory requirements.

Being acquired by an investor-owned utility can have certain benefits.  For example, retail
rates may be lower.  Second, the acquired system benefits from the investor-owned utility’s retention of
professional management.  Third, interconnection with an investor-owned utility may provide additional
sources of water and better storage capacity.  Finally, acquisition by an investor-owned utility may lead
to a more efficient billing system and better collection capability.
Investor-owned utilities initially establish a relationship with the public systems through
provision of certain needed services such as billing, meter reading, testing, etc.  Through this process,
relationships are built with municipal officials that simultaneously allow the investor-owned utility to
assess the overall quality of the system and whether acquisition may make sense.  However, not all
municipalities that enter into these relationships necessarily desire or even plan on being acquired.  
The movement in that direction can evolve over a period of time.  An important consideration in entering
into these types of relationships is as follows:
•
Be aware of the motives of the acquiring entity.  In many instances, the services to be
provided are valuable and can be supplied at lesser cost by the private utility.  However,
be aware that the investor-owned utility may be in an acquisitive mode.
•
The acquiring utility may bring stable management and operational expertise.  These
two areas represent opportunities for the investor-owned utility to offer equivalent if not
better service.
•
As a small system, you are eligible for PENNVEST funding. Be sure that you avail yourself
of these funds if you qualify.  Do not fall into the trap of holding off on upgrading the
system until full obsolescence is reached.
•
Communicate with other small systems in your county and share expertise and pool
resources.
Part of the acquisition process involves the private utility offering to value the public
system as a means of arriving at a fair purchase price.  The process of valuing a small system occurs
through what is termed an original cost or valuation study.  This study examines all physical assets of
the small system and assigns a value to the components by analyzing the original cost of the system
as offset by the accumulated depreciation.  The cost and difficulty of conducting the original cost study
is determined by the availability of good records.  If good records exist on the physical components,
then an accurate determination of the true value can be made.  Good physical records would consist
of actual invoices for the physical assets at the time of acquisition and subsequent documentation
relating to any replacements or improvements.
The original cost study will typically involve site visits by the appropriate personnel to
analyze records and gather data.  The data obtained is then taken back to the site and inputted where
computer programs perform analyses that assign value to various data by vintage.   Where data
is insufficient, information will need to be obtained on the physical asset from the manufacturer or
another user of the asset.  The final product will be an assessed value that reflects the current value
for purposes of the sale.
Often the end product of the valuation study will be a value that diverges from the price
offered by the acquiring utility, usually a lesser price.  That price will form a basis for negotiation with
the acquiring utility and may ultimately benefit the small system in obtaining a price that is closer to
WWW.PRWA.COM
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Ultra-Low-Flow Toilets
water Iall into a lower chamber. After
Water conservation
several seconds the flap reseals, and a
awareness prompted manufactur- blast of compressed air forces the
ers to begin making more efficient wastewater over the trap and out a
toilets in the early 1980s. The feddischarge line from the toilet.
eral government established a nationPublic parl<s, restaurants, hotels,
al manufacturing standard in 1994
and other public facilities, such as
mandating that new toilets sold in
roadside rest areas, are installing
the U.S. use a maximum of 1.6 galthese ultra-low-flow toilets to help relons of water for Rushing.
duce water consumption and subseStudies across the country show
quent wastewater disposal. Ultra-lowthat these low-flow toilets reduce
flow toilets also enable business conwater use by 23 to 46 percent, saving struction in areas where restrictions
an average 10.5 gallons of water per
may limit sewage disposal capacity.
person daily. According to the U.S.
For example, many resort areas
Environmental Protection
and municipalities place restrictions
Agency's Office of Water,
on sewage capacity flowing into pubthrough the use of waterlicly maintained systems. Ultra-lowefficient toilets in new
flow toilets may make building in
construction and normal
these areas possible. Similarly, facilities
Water CotJSIImptlon by Toilet
U.S.
is
replacement.
the
(like
resort hotels) facing expansion
Gallons per Flush
expected to save 7.6 bilrton difficulties due to the size of their exist1.5
3.5 5.0 7.0 gallons of water per day ing onsite systems may Install ultraby 2020.
low-flow toilets, thus enabling their
PfiDIIItl /11
Some toilet manufacpresent onsite systems to adequately
Household
turers have taken water re- treat the reduced wastewater flow.
duction further with ultra(Note: This reduction in wastewater
1 2,190 5,110 9,125 10,220
low-Row models. These
quantity does not reduce the organic
toilets can use as little as
loading rote to the system.)
0.25 gallons per flush.
4,380
10.220 18,250 20,440
Products vary in that they
Advantages:
may have narrower bowis
3 6,570 15,330 27,375 30,660
• Ultra-low-flow toilets reduce water
with a smaller water surconsumption and costs to the
lace, manually controlled
4 8,760 20.440 36,500 40,880
consumer.
water flow (via a foot
• They contribute to preserving the
pedal) into the bowi, or
10,950 25.550 45,625 51,100
water pumps to assist in
environment by protecting ground
bowl emptying and
water from depletion and possible
Water Consumption
cleaning.
contamination.
In Gallons per Year
One model eliminates
·s• trap of a conven- Disadvantages:
the
• Assumes four flushes per day
• Some ultra-·low-flow models may
tional toilet design, enab&ng waste to be
per person for 3 65 days.
require flushing more than once to
washed down using less water. Anothadequately
clean the toilet bowl.
er product flushes by opening a hinged
flap to let wastes and a smaD amount of

2
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Bring your labeled bottle of water to our Conference
Submit it to the Conference Registration Desk by

Wednesday, March 22, 2006

before

NOON

Pride of Pennsylvania Best Tasting Water Winner will be
announced at our Awards Banquet on Thursday, March 23rd

You do not have to drain your tank for our inspection.
Our inspection is much more convenient since we use
an ROV (Remotely
Operated
Vehicle).
No
Lockout/Tagout, OSHA Confined Space, or Commercial
Diving regulations apply. Our ROV inspections are
longer and more thorough than drained or underwater
diver inspections. We have inspected more than 2,500
tanks nationwide since 1982 and our inspections are
completely honest since we do not do repairs or
recoats. A P.E. comes to your tank for our Inspection!!
Our very reasonably priced inspections Include the
interior and exterior coating and structural integrity
detailed
in a computer generated inspection report
r"-..L-O'>~o
dy
-..e-~onsultant signed by a P.E. that includes corrective action
recommendations, coating specification, interior and
exterior photographs, a CD of digital photos, a narrated
VHS video tape, a DVD, ultrasonic metal thickness
measurements, paint thickness measurements, paint
WWW.CONRADYCONSULTANTS.COM
adhesion test, and preliminary lead test.

n ra

rvioes

772-562·1117 Phone & Fax, 772-321-2757 Cell, ljconrady@yahoo.com email
WWW.PRWA.COM
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Consider the Source
by Joel Jordan
Source Water Program Manager
Source Water Specialist

Conference is here again;  seems like we just
ended the last one.  I’m looking forward to seeing all
of you.  No matter how hard I try I can’t ever seem
to make the rounds in a year to see all of you in your
hometowns.  As always, the Conference looks to be
a good one with many interesting classes.  Be sure to
stop me and say “Hi”.
The PRWA SWP-WHP Team will be
partnering with Julie Kollar of the Water Resources
Education Network to provide a SWP Workshop at
Conference.   If you want an excellent overview of
source water/wellhead protection, be sure to catch
this session. An added bonus is that it approved for
3.5 Operator Contact Hours.
EARN UP TO 15 CONTACT HOURS
After the
SWP Workshop,
we’ll have a short
introduction
to another
approved Course
o n We l l h e a d
P r o t e c t i o n .  
This Course
is specifically
designed for the small system utilizing a groundwater
supply (well or spring).  The target system size is less
than 500 population, but a larger system could use this
Course effectively.  It consists of a correspondence
course for certified operators. This means that you will
utilize a guidance manual developed by PRWA and
20
20

work on your own over a period of months to develop
a WHP Plan specific to the water system you operate.
If you get stuck, one of the PRWA SWP-WHP Techs is
available to help you. If completed successfully, you
will receive 15 Contact Hours for taking the Course.  
If you aren’t attending Conference (and you
better have a good excuse!), you can still take this
correspondence course for 15 Contact Hours.  Contact
me at jjordan@prwa.com or call 800-653-PRWA
(7792) and ask about Course #1659.  This Course can
be taken any time and is available year round.
G R O U N D WAT E R
GUARDIANS
Once again, I’ll
push for water systems
and community groups
to join the Groundwater
Guardian program.  This
is a great FREE program
that gives you national
recognition for your
groundwater protection
efforts. Additionally, the Groundwater Foundation has
developed a significant amount of excellent material
on groundwater education and fun events.   New
communities in the program can join any time during
the year. The forms can be downloaded at:   http://
www.groundwater.org/gg/forms_comm.html  PRWA
SWP-WHP Programs are a Groundwater Guardian
Affiliate along with the PA League of Women Voters
WREN Program.

1-800-653-PRWA
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L/B WATER SERVICE, I NC.

~~
...
'Iince 19-U}

Eichelbergers,
QQ)liiiTY WATER. YOU Dl

~~

ecnalnlcSDU'f'A • 800-360-0660

WELtS
PUMPS
SERVICE
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Down the Well... Traveled Road
by Judy Muehl
Groundwater Specialist

I hope you all had a wonderful Holiday
Season this year…and that now you are planning to
attend our 2006 PRWA Training Conference.  
I have done several articles in the past on
medication disposal.  I was a little frustrated because
it seemed that there was no real good answer to the
problem.   In the January issue of the Intelligencer
Newspaper, based in Doylestown, PA, there was
an article by Pamela Batzel on a project to dispose
of antibiotics in Buckingham Township in Bucks
County.   The article is included below.   I send
my commendations to Buckingham Township for
pursuing this project and to the Intelligencer for
bringing the project to the public’s attention.
See you at Conference!

No rush to flush your antibiotics!
By Pamela Batzel, the Intelligencer
Flushing antibiotics down Buckingham toilets
will soon be a no-no.
Township officials say they will spend the
next half year getting the word out about antibioticresistant bacteria and providing residents a lockbox
where they can drop the pills. Besides water, the
township wants to keep antibiotics out of landfills and
plans to destroy the pills in an incinerator.
“We really want it removed from the
environment completely,” said Ray Stepnoski,
Buckingham’s manager.
The township’s decision to try to prohibit the practice
was influenced by a study that found disease-causing
bacteria with antibiotic resistance in sewage treatment
ponds in Georgia. Antibiotics also were found in those
treatment ponds, according to the study published
late last year in Water Environment Research, a
publication subscribed to by municipalities, utilities
and others.
The study also found that some bacteria and
22

antibiotics had survived the oxidation ponds used to
clean waste from water. It also found a turtle living
at the discharge site that, upon testing, had signs of
antibiotic resistance.
Allison Aiello, assistant professor of
epidemiology at the University of Michigan, said the
presence of antibiotics in the environment, such as in
sewage treatment systems and livestock feeding sites,
“definitely can have an influence on levels of antibiotic
resistance in the community setting.”
Antibiotics released into the environment give
bacteria more chance to develop resistances, she said.
Bacteria are clever and quick adapters. And once they
develop mechanisms to outsmart the pills, they pass
it along to other bacteria, Aiello said. “You just don’t
want (antibiotics) in your waterways if possible.”
Resistant bacteria and antibiotics were found in
waterways after they were released from the Georgia
treatment ponds, where they were supposed to have
been cleaned out, according to the study’s report.
Sewage waste from about 2,000 homes in
various developments throughout Buckingham is
cleaned in treatment ponds. The water is returned to
the township’s underground aquifers, which provides
township drinking water. But the water is first treated
with chlorine, as required by the state Department of
Environmental Protection, Stepnoski said.
Stepnoski said the township would conduct
tests to make sure antibiotics are not in the treated
water.
The township plans to send a letter about its plans to
the Bucks County Department of Health, with hope
it will spread the word, Stepnoski said.

1-800-653-PRWA
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" Ouck or Putt
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.__,/ METERING SYSTEMS

P.O. Box 487 • 450 N. Gallatm Avenue
Uniontown, PA 15401
1-800-METER-IT • 1-800-638-3748
Fax: Direct to Factory
Local: 724-439-7729 • Toll Free: 1-800-888-2403
www.sensus.com
(select "North America Water")
Email: h2oinfo@sensus.com
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Non-Point Source Pollution
by Don Muir
Source Water Protection Specialist

As rainfall or water created by melting snow
moves over and through the ground, the water picks
up and carries pollutants with it that eventually enter
a river, reservoir, lake or groundwater source that
is used for drinking water. Pollution sources can be
divided into two categories:  1) Point Sources where
contaminate comes from a specific source and 2)
Non-Point Pollution.
Non-Point Source pollution can come from
many sources that include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acid Mine Drainage
Urban runoff that contains oil, grease and other
petroleum products
Marina and Boating Activities
Fertilizers, herbicides, and insecticides from
agricultural lands and residential areas
Bacteria and nutrients from livestock, pet
wastes, and faulty septic systems
Sediment from construction sites, timbering
sites, improperly maintained crop lands, and
eroding stream banks

How do we control Non-Point Source
pollution? Public education is probably one of the
easiest and best ways of controlling NPS. Making
the public aware that if a pollutant is dumped on the
ground or in a drain that eventually it will find it’s way
to a drinking water source. Educating school students
who in turn educate their parents is one of the best
ways. Source water protection fliers and brochures
distributed to the public and the adding of source water
protection information to the Consumer Confidence
Report will also aid in making people aware that we
must all do our part in protecting our water source.
•
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waste and control run-off will aid in keeping
pollutants from nearby water sources. Your
local Conservation District Representative can
aid you greatly in working with local farmers
and agricultural interests.
•

Homeowners need to be aware that lawn
care chemicals and pool chemicals if used
or disposed of improperly can also pollute
nearby water sources. Improperly maintained
or constructed septic systems can also be a
source of contamination.

•

Soil erosion and sedimentation from
construction sites and timbering operations can
greatly affect water quality. Strict adherence
to local, state and federal regulations and the
following of   Best Management Practices
will help control erosion and sedimentation
pollution.

Non-point pollution can be much harder to
control than point source pollution. With point source
pollution the source of pollution is known and can
be controlled. Non-point pollution is just that, not a
specific point. Therefore, controlling the pollution can
be much more difficult.
Where do you start? Develop a  Source Water
Protection plan. The plan will identify the threats to
your water source(s) and how you plan to protect and
manage your water source. PRWA is here to assist you.

Educating farmers in Best Management
Practices to apply chemicals, handle animal
1-800-653-PRWA

PRW A will partner wit h interested systems
to bring this product to your community and to your
customers. Water systems will benefit by being able to
provide its customers a solution to what is
otherwise a
bill.

~rural

www.prwa.com
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Who’s Been Driving in My Watershed
by Matt Genchur
Source Water Protection Specialist

Hi all!  It’s conference time again; hope to

see you all there! You’ll find me at the help desk
again…need a name tag?   I’m your man.   Can’t
find your class? I can guide you on your way.
Need answers for the Operator Exam? Better find
someone else…anyway; I’ll be the one behind the
computer at the desk by myself.   Of course, I’ll
also be at the poker tournament... unfortunately I
have to deal and can’t win, but I’m not too bitter…
really…
Seriously though, the conference will offer
one session that deals with Source Water Protection.  
Basically, the class will guide you through the
components of creating a local program, funding
for activities, the steps of the planning process, and
implementation ideas and strategies.  Now that I’ve
got almost two years under my belt in the Source
Water Protection field, I want to share an interesting
trend.  Last issue, I wrote about land use and how
the various types upstream of your intake have a
great impact on the quality and quantity of your raw
water. This issue, I want to specifically look at one
land use that may not show up on many maps as
a particularly large area, but one that is apparently
very important for rural systems.
Transportation corridors are showing up as
one of the largest threats to the systems I’ve been
working in lately.  Because of the location of many
surface water reservoirs, being at higher elevations,
the more common statewide threats like agriculture

26

and storm water do not show up nearly as often.  
These areas are more likely to be heavily forested,
and in many cases the water system may own some
or all of the land in the contributing watershed.  So,
this creates a situation where the only human impact
is the people that drive through the area.   In the
source water protection areas, interstate highways
are crossing through one or more of the systems’
watersheds.  Interstate highways bring heavy tractor
trailer traffic and the potential for hundreds or
thousands of hazardous chemicals driving through
your water supply area every day.  Even a minor
car accident would spill enough gasoline, oil, or
antifreeze to contaminate your system if it was
allowed to reach your intake.
So, how can you avoid a potentially disastrous
situation?  Proper emergency response planning is
the key.  Basically, this process encourages the water
system to meet with the proper local emergency
management personnel and discuss where the
sensitive areas are in the watershed area.  Noting the
location of your intake(s) and stream crossings that
are within close proximity of the intake will allow
for a faster response time and better piece of mind
about the safety of your water system.
Bottom line – be aware of all of your threats
and don’t overlook something that seems minor.  
That’s the one that will come back to haunt you.  

1-800-653-PRWA
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Ser vices fo r Backflow Prevention
a nd Cross-Co nnections Contro l
•

Testi ng: Test BackOow Prevention Valves to ensure device is working properly.

•

Jnspection: lnspec1 BackOow Prevention Valves for proper installation nnd application for degree of hazard.

•

Diagnos tic T esting:

•

Cons ulting Services: Conduct Cross Connection Control Survey, Progr.un Development, Training,

Tes~

Problem Oackflow l'revcntoon Valves for cost effective repair solutions.

BackOow Prevention Valves. All Manufactures Repair Pni1S, and Test Kits.

Training
'I
PA Water
Specialties
Co.

23 Winter St.
Pittston, PA 18640
570-237-0978
Fax: 570-655-8634

-

Cross Connection Control
Consultant fur

1

(~} NEPTUNE

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Junel9 &30, ~~~

1006 ~
\nSacK\\OV. C.llfeleiiCe
US~
Cross tonnect\on tontro
ifEBpbk

tvnIerenteat a fJIante
Date:

Ramada Inn&: Conference Center ......
State College, PA

~1\1'81~ ~

-w:--=

T hursday, J une 29,2006

COIIJDl -

v.:xulftMrai

Agenda

Time

10:00 am Noon
Public Meeting

Formal Open Forum: Cross Connection Control&: BackOow Prevention in Pennsylvania
Is our Commonwealth Protected &: Prepared?

12:00 pm·I:OO pm l unch. on your own
L'OO pm·5:JO pm

Training aasses: (Reqtsl:rabon Badge Required for the rest of our Conference)
Poon Sla:e C~er

ASSE Tralntng Track

Tmi111-'1Q Trat:ll
1;00 pm. 3:00pm

PRWAPADEP

PRWAPADEP
Appro'led lor Con tact Hours

Apjl!0\'8d lor Conlael Hotn

Rnidential Meter

How to put a Bacldlow
Prevenlion Program
Together

ASSE
Training

lntro to Cross Connection &
Backllow Protection
4 PA DEP Conlact Holrs

Application

.
.
=·

4 PADEP Contact HOIJrs

•......

•

~

3:00 pm • 3:30 pm

How to Educated 1he Public
on Backflow Protection
6:00 p111 · II:OOpm Exhibit Hall OPEN- R:~lro<>nt>
3•30 pm. 5:30pm

7:00 pm • 9:00pm
~

Break

Break

Brea~

ASSE Training
Reqund att&ndance for
Continued
Contad Hours
E ~'TER THE DRAWINGSl
Dinner Bcp,ins!

Req!NI9d attwldance kif

Contad Hours

Ex hibitor Demo's: E:tch Booth hos 10 mlnut~ Exciting Hands-on and Technical Upda~
llooth Schedule TliAI 8

Door Prize GIVE·A·Woy" Announced th~out rhe E'-eningl

Date:

You Must be present to w inl
Big Screen TV!

Miff.,

Ott~,

Agencb (Registration Badge Required for entire day)

8:00am IO:Olhm Exhibit Hall_ Bailroonr Continent" ! Breakfast

9:00 am • 11:00 am

Lundl on your own

...;;;:::_

~n.ralwater ~

Friday, J unc 30, 2006

~

/:ft
01/lj J

Pn:l>Cnlalion~

8:00 pm· II:OO pm E\'Cn<s in Ballroom _.;th E.'<ltibitors... t BLACK • JACK • T ABLE! •

n mt

Bleak

You MuS[ be presen[ [0

Door Prize GIVE·A·\Vays: Announced at &SS ami

-win!

~

Penn Slate Ch;,pter

PRWAPAOEP

Training Track

App!O\'ed for Conlad Hou's

PRWAPAOEP
Appro-.ed lor Conlacl Hotn

Backflow101
Proper Application
And Installation

lndusiNI Meter
Application

4 PA DEP Contact Hours

Break

Breal<

Break

Backflow 101
Continued

1BA

Diagnostic Repairs
HANDS ON

--*'•

t1:00. 12:00 pm
12:00 pm. 2:00 pm
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Requtred attendanr;a for

Conlad Hours
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This Conference Begins with a Public Forum with many dignitaries.
In 2005, PCN recorded the Forum and broadcasted the intense and very
critical discussions. This year we expect no less!
Here Is the list of Invited VIPS, and panel speakers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

--

~n.ralwater
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Senator Raphael Musto
Senator Jake Corman
State Representative Kerry Benninghoff
Kirk Elkin, PA DEP Sanitation Supervisor
Craig Brooks. Executive Director: Joint Legislative Alr & Water Pollution
Control & Conservation Committee
Sean Cleary, ASSE National President
Daniel Resovich. American Water
Mark SanUa. Erie Water Aulhonly
Jim Steers, State College Water Authority
Jay Tarara, PA DEP Environmental Protection Program Manager, Field
Operations of Drinking Water
Ralph Vanora. ABPA Region II Director
Marianne Walckman: ASSE Training Coordinator
Shannon Coreoroo; ASSE Executive Director

ASSE • AIMI\cln 5ocle\Y Slnlllll}' Eng~

ABPA • Ameflclln - - -

~rural~

9 ~-CQN~fCTlON

COHTROL A. . .
BAOOLOW PREVENTION

tlon A - m

Training classes (listed to the left) finish the first day. Dinner Is served in buffet style with the Exhibitors outlining the
Ballroom. We have MANY great give-a-ways and 10 minute •Mic" time for the Exhibitors In-between! It Is a very
relaxed and enjoyable evening of good food, peer networking, Exhibitor relations, and of course... Black Jack Table

The next morning starts off in the F'lll-olhit·nr till.
Room with Breakfast & more Door Prizes!
Then off to dass again for more of those
necessary Contact Hours! All done by 2:00
pm on Friday. What a perfect plan for
learning & enjoying! Join Us!

REGISTRATION: PRWA Keystone CCC & Backflow Prevention Conference
June 29 & 30, 2006
Costof Attending
SSO for 2 day Conforenccl
Guest Room fee's Separate

Ramada I nn &

Conference Center
I

•

State College, PA
8l 4-238-300 l

Name:
System/Co.:
Address:
City:
Email:

For Info; 800-653-PRWA
Method of payment: a Check or Money Order a Charge to Credit Qlrd :
card Number:
X
---Expiration Date:
Amount Due $ _ _.00 Signoture as shown on card

&.----- -- -- ------ -- -- WWW.PRWA.COM

State:

Title: _ _ _ _ __
Phone: (__-J),_ _ _ __
Fax: (
)______
Zip + 4: - - - - -

-- -- ----·-·- -- -- ---- -- -- --·
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The Importance of Public Education
in Implementing and Enforcing
a Cross-Connection Control Program
By Kirk Elkin
One of the most frequently asked questions
I get about Cross-Connection Control is how often
do backflow incidents really occur and how much
damage have they caused in the past.   Of course,
because I have been educated on the subject of
CCC, I can provide many examples where both
loss of property, inconvenience and even death have
been caused by backflow incidents. The general
public, and sadly even the drinking water industry,
doesn’t realize that backflow is probably the greatest
remaining threat to the safety of our drinking water
systems.  Many people will view a cross-connection
control program as another unnecessary intrusion on
their lives and as something else they have to pay
for to make somebody else money.  The bright side
is that many people will support a cross-connection
control program if somebody takes the time to
educate them.  The following steps are the foundation
to a successful public education program.
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What is Cross-Connection Control
and Backflow Prevention- People will
not support something if they don’t even
understand what it is. Backflow is a pretty
abstract concept for most people to grasp.  
Basic definitions of backflow, backsiphonage,
backpressure, and of cross-connection should
be given and explained in common language.  
Demonstrations with three-dimensional
models that actually show backflow
happening could be very useful.  Since there
are not many models around examples using
drawings, schematics or other illustrations
are very helpful.   For example, one of the
best ways to demonstrate backsiphonage is
with a straw and explaining how atmospheric
pressure actually pushes fluid up the straw.

Another good demonstration can be done by
using a hose and an elevated container.  By
submerging the hose in water and holding
your thumb on one end while holding the
other end under water then taking your
thumb off the hose and draining the hose
into a lower container you can demonstrate
backsiphonage backflow. Someone who has
a training background can be most effective
when trying to explain the basics of crossconnection control and backflow.   I will
be available to assist you during this step
or any other step in your public education
program.


Who is responsible for preventing
backflow? One of the reasons why crossconnection control programs have been
difficult to implement in PA is because
good cross-connection control programs
ensure that everyone, including residential
connections, make a contribution both
financially and with time. Chapter 109.709
states, “It is the customer’s responsibility
to eliminate cross-connections”.   This
has a broad interpretation, however, what
this is saying is once the water purveyor
has identified a cross-connection with the
public water system on someone’s property
it is the property owner’s responsibility to
purchase, install, and maintain all backflow
prevention devices. It is the water supplier’s
responsibility to implement and consistently
enforce the cross-connection control program
within their jurisdiction.  This must include
provisions for non-compliance such as
termination of service and/or fines. People

cannot do what you ask them to do if there
responsibilities are not clearly defined.


Where can backflow occur? - The simplest
answer to that question is anywhere where
there are cross-connections between the
potable water system and any non-potable
substance.   This statement is not enough,
however.    Tell people where to look for
(survey) cross-connections within their
homes or businesses.   One good place
to start would be to tell people about the
high incidences of backflow through hose
bibbs and that any threat of backflow can
normally be eliminated through the use of a
hose bibb vacuum breaker.  Inform people
about submerged inlets, booster pumps, and
pressure vessels and how they can cause
backflow to occur.



Why do we have to worry about crossconnection control now?   First of all,
explain to people that cross-connection
control is nothing new and has been practiced
and enforced in many other states and
jurisdictions for decades.   That crossconnection control is not more government
red tape, that it is simply proper plumbing
practice and it is the right way to do things.  
When repairing the breaks on your car there
is a certain correct procedure and if the
procedure is not followed an unsafe condition
could be created.  You can also explain to
your customers that only in recent years have
public health agencies begun to focus on
the distribution system as one of the largest
sources of drinking water contamination.



When will I be required to comply with
cross-connection control regulations?  
Public Education is the best way to let
your customers know when they should
have backflow preventers installed and, if
applicable, tested.  Many of your commercial
customers may require on-site visits/surveys
and individual customer compliance
agreements to ensure that they understand
what they must do and when they must do

it.   Explain to your customers that crossconnection control programs often times take
years to fully implement and that they will be
given a reasonable amount of time to respond
to the requirements placed on them.


How will I prevent backflow from
occurring both within my building and
protect the water system from backflow
contamination? This step requires that at least
one member of your staff be knowledgeable
on the subject of cross-connection control
and backflow prevention. Taking PRWA
backflow training or training by another
reputable training provider can arm you
with the knowledge that you will need to
answer questions and to solve problems
in the field. For example, if you have a
high hazard connection you will require a
reduced pressure principal assembly or an
air-gap.  You should understand the basic
operation and application of an RP before you
require that one be installed. For example,
if an RP is installed, as you requested, and
it begins to give your customer problems
because it is periodically discharging you
should be able to advise them to what the
causes of the discharge may be and how they
might be remedied.   Don’t forget to warn
your customers about thermal expansion.
Make sure they understand that they are
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Featured Water System
Seven Springs Municipal Authority
The Seven Springs Municipal Authority has over 1,000 accounts with the resort being the largest.  
The service territory is located in two counties and three townships.  Approximately 300,000 gallons of
water a day is pumped from four springs and one well.  We have just completed a six month study on
our fifth spring which utilizes a bag/cartridge filtration system. We expect to have this supply on-line
soon.
The well has minimal amounts of iron and manganese that had been controlled by sequestering.
Desiring to deliver to our customers a better product, a pressure filter was installed. Greensand wasn’t
needed since the iron and manganese were in small amounts so a traditional media of coal, sand and
gravel was installed.  Sodium hypochlorite is used for disinfection and a small amount of potassium
permanganate is injected into the water as it passes through the filter.
Sodium Hypochlorite and Caustic Soda are used at our four springs.  Seven Springs received the
Best Tasting Water Award in 2002 with the water from our Hemlock Spring.
As Seven Springs grows and develops the need for more water has become apparent.  The initial
testing of a fourth spring in Trout Run indicated the presence of surface water.  We began a search for a
filtration system which was no easy task. Since the spring is located near a high quality stream and on
the other side of the mountain from our wastewater treatment plant, a system requiring backwash was
out of the question. I heard about a place called Brady’s Bend who had such a system. They had what
I was looking for: a bag/cartridge filtration system that would allow us to dispose of the used filters by
tossing them in the trash. It consists of a two-stage vessel system placed in a series. The first stage is a
pre-filter fitted with a nine-layer graded density cartridge which filters out debris and larger water borne
biological contaminants. The second stage contains Giardia reduction cartridges that polish to three
microns, effectively reducing Giardia and other disease producing microorganisms by 99.95 percent.  
We have just completed the six month study and after the Department of Environmental Protection
reviews all testing and finds it to be within the required limits, the spring will be placed on line. Since this
pressure filtration system uses no chemical addition there will be no false taste imparted to the finished
water as so often happens with other water treatment technologies.
The Authority has 2 M. gallons of water in underground storage tanks and with new developments
on the horizon, more storage is needed.  Meeting peak demands have always been the greatest challenge.  
Seven Springs Municipal Authority has always been dedicated to providing our customers with the highest
quality water and service that delivers excellent value, always looking for innovative ways to serve you
better.
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The Results Are ln.
If you aren't using AirBursi"Technology for well
maintenance, you probably aren't
. ..,..,.
seeing improvements in well
cap:lcity that at>eroge 200 percent,
with recorded resulrs o( as much
ns 600 percent.
AirBurst Technology is faster, is environmemally
safe-no acids, n? cxplosivet>. 1.1. and keeps on savmg you
-v•o~~>vn•li:lv mont:y.

...
Alrlu

So you want proof. Let us show you the ltslolts.
Conract Jeff Perdue in Penn.ylvunia and Ken Cramer
in New Yorlt for more infonnation.

Visi1 u.s cmline o «'""''·moody-s.com
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Cur rents!

Changing
Pennsylvania Rural Water AsS<X:iation is pleased to announce that
Carol Paul will be working with us as a Water, Pro-Operator Series
Trainer. We are excited to have her expertise & quality experience on
l r - - - - - - - - - - - - - , board our team with us!

Please watch for
upcoming training
classes th at Carol will
be instructing!

Godwin Pumps Donates to the American Red Cross
BRIDGEPORT, NJ - Through a matching gift program, Bridgeport, NJbased Godwin Pumps and its employees recently made a donation to the
American Red cross (ARC) Hurricane Katrina Relief
Fund. The Executive Director of the Gloucester County
chapter of ARC, Laura Steinmetz, presented Godwin

gedwin
p ump s

Pumps' President John Michael Paz with a Certificate
of Acknowledgement at Godwin's Bridgeport, NJ home office.

Robert Schwalm Inducted to Sports Hall of Fame
A 1976 graduate of Minersville High, where he earned seven letters in baseball, football and wrestling. He has
a tremendous record of hero-winning-efforts to lead the team to many victories. That's just the beginning!
We have a very nice write up about Bob Schwalm on our web site! Please read up on this accomplished peer!
Recently, Bob was celebrated the accomplishments PA Chapter of this non-profit organization founded on the
principle of Athletes and those in the administration of Athletics, whose accomplishments have contributed to
the rich heritage of the sports tradition, both professional and amateur of Schuykill County.
Bob, ·schwamy", can usually be found at PRWA events! Traditionally, He competes in
our Conference Annual Turkey Calling Contest, and he attends our Clay Shoot in
September. Bob works for Ferguson Waterworks.

Visit him at booth #26 &
FERGUSO~
#27 to congratulate him! © N.
H Waterworks
oWOUEUY-

Welcome to the Changing Currents column! This page is dedicated to news and current
events for PRWA members.  System and Associate Members are invited to submit 1)
New employee photos, 2) New office building photos and locations, 3) New partnerships,
mergers, and business announcements, 4) New patents and product innovations, and 5)
Any other Changing Currents!  Submit photos and news to prwa@prwa.com.
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Pum ing and power in one dependable packa e
Think of the peace of mmd you'll ha\.., with a conbngency plan in place for v.tlen lhi<es go wrong. Wrth
the Godwin Ori·Prif'flfi' Backup System )O<lii i!O!t Independently powered pumpong In one dependable
package for emergeneres including prrmary power. switcll gear. and sewage pump failures or repars;
and for pmary ~ durirc rouUne maln~M~anoe.
Plus. the Ori·Pti me< Backup System
seamleSSiy inte<faoes ..til 'J(J.I ~ COOIId
sy.;wns. 8llc>M!ll )CU 10 IIW1larleJcc1rol'lc

You'll never have to
stop pumping again!

remote monrto~
So bcfote you have to pull dOIA:>k>duty. lot
the Godwin Orl-Prlme" Backup System
do i1 tot you.

Ask for
the genuine
Dri·Prime•

Think Orange.
Think Godwin.
Groot- Gtrrol - ··
Worldwide Pump Rentals & Sales.

Loc"l Ron~/ Officos:
8Ndgeport, NJ- ~1·3636

Po"""-l'h. PA. 12•·2-936
saletegod.o. "P'mpo.a>m
-~com

* Hot Taps: >;,• - 36•
* Wet Taps: '!<• - 36•

* Une Stops: >;,• . 36.
* Pipe Free :ting: W' - 60"

PRO TAPPING & PIPE FREEZING
8 West Lake Avenue

* Cl/01Valve Inse rtions: 4• - 54•

* Medford, New Jersey 08055

(856) 983-5442
Fax (856) 985 -8621
www.protapping.com

* Valve Insertions for
Copper & Carbon
Steel Pipe: 'h• - r

* Ultrasonic
Pipe/Tank
Wall Thickness Testing

*******

CALL FOR ADDITIONAL PRESSURE TAPPING AN D RELATED SERVIC ES

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Drought Plans
by Penny McCoy
Water Program Manager
Training Specialist
Training Coordinator

I am writing this article the first week of
January on a day I drove to State College for a staff
meeting. I drove the entire 160 miles with the window
down, the temperature was in the high 40’s and there
was no snow to be seen on the whole trip. It was a
beautiful day for January. A day that was more like
spring than winter, a day that the ground should be
covered in a deep blanket of snow slowly melting into
the ground, helping to replenish the water table. But it
is just a beautiful spring like day. That worries me.
The “Farmers Almanac” says we will have
four major snows this year, one we have already
had, one in January, one in March, and one in early
April. Four snows that will come with a great force
and leave just as quickly as they descend on us. Four
snows that probably won’t lie on the ground for any
period of time. If you are in the water business, this
is not good news. We need snow and snow that sticks
around for a while. Snow that melts slowly and then
turns the weather in the spring to nice easy soaking
rain. We need both of those weather events to keep
the water tables high.
Winter is not usually when we think about
how low our water tables can get in the heat of July
and August, but we should.  The Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania requires systems to have a Drought
Contingency Plan; A Drought Contingency Plan lays
out in plain English how your system will deal with
any of the drought conditions the state has established.
DEP has a template available that serves as an outline
of the minimum requirements for a plan.
The Commonwealth uses five parameters to
assess drought conditions. These include streamflows
(compared to the same time for the period of record);
precipitation (departure from normal, 30 year average
precipitation); reservoir storage levels in a variety
of locations; groundwater elevations in a number
of counties (comparing to past month, past year and
36

historic record); and Palmer Drought Index, a measure
of soil moisture computed by the National Weather
Service.
The three stages of response are when
voluntary conservation measures are needed (Stage
I); mandatory water use restrictions are needed (Stage
II); and when water rationing (Stage III) is required
to reduce water demand even further.
These triggers should be associated with what
best would call for these responses.   For a system
relying mostly on wells, the triggers should be either
well levels, or lowered capacity of production.  
Similarly, systems using streams would use certain
streamflow rates as their trigger.
In all instances, any state declaration of
drought watch or drought warning should also be
used to trigger Stage I.  A Governor’s declaration of
Drought Emergency requires mandatory restrictions
on non-essential water uses and must also be a trigger
for Stage II. Going to Stage III (rationing) requires
that the service area be included in a Governor’s
declared drought or water shortage emergency area.  
Also, a rationing plan must be submitted to the
Commonwealth Drought Coordinator for review and
approval, prior to actual implementation.
If local triggers occur before State Declarations,
the triggers used in the Plan should include both local
and state (e.g., Stage I, well #5 drops to 75 feet for two
weeks or the State declares a drought watch or drought
warning).  If the supplier’s sources provide much more
water that the system uses then the triggers for Stage
I and II should only be State Declarations.  Stage III
is normally needed when an individual public water
supplier’s sources have depleted such that demands
can no longer be met under mandatory restrictions or
health and safety is being threatened by inadequate
water supplies.

1-800-653-PRWA
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Phases of drought preparedness in Pennsylvania are:
DROUGHT WATCH: A period to alert
government agencies, public water suppliers, water
users and the public regarding the onset of conditions
indicating the potential for future drought-related
problems. The focus during this stage is on increased
monitoring, awareness and preparation for response
if conditions worsen. A request for voluntary water
conservation is made. The objective of voluntary water
conservation measures during a drought watch is to
reduce water uses by 5% in the affected areas. Because
of varying conditions, individual water suppliers
or municipalities may be asking for more stringent
conservation actions.
DROUGHT WARNING: This phase prepares
for coordinated response to imminent drought
conditions and potential water supply shortages and
initiates concerted voluntary conservation measures
to avoid or reduce shortages, relieve stressed sources,
develop new sources, and if possible forestall the
need to impose mandatory water use restrictions. The
objective of voluntary water conservation measures
during a drought warning is to reduce overall water
uses by 10-15% in the affected areas. Because of
varying conditions, individual water suppliers or
municipalities may be asking for more stringent
conservation actions.
DROUGHT EMERGENCY: This stage is
a concentrated management phase of operations to
marshal all available resources to respond to actual
emergency conditions, to avoid depletion of water
sources, to assure at least minimum water supplies to
protect public health and safety, to support essential
and high priority water uses and to avoid unnecessary
economic dislocations. It is possible during this phase
to impose mandatory restrictions on nonessential water
uses that are provided for in 4 PA Code Chapter 119,
if deemed necessary and if ordered by the governor of
Pennsylvania. The objective of water use restrictions
(mandatory or voluntary) and other conservation
measures during this phase is to reduce consumptive
water use in the affected area by at least 15 percent,
and to reduce total use to the extent necessary to
preserve public water system supplies, to avoid or
mitigate local or area shortages, and to assure equitable
sharing of limited supplies.
WWW.PRWA.COM

LOCAL WATER RATIONING: Although
not a drought phase, local municipalities may,
with the approval of the Commonwealth Drought
Coordinator, implement local water rationing to
share a rapidly dwindling or severely depleted water
supply in designated water supply service areas. These
individual water rationing plans, authorized through
provisions of 4 PA Code Chapter 120, will require
specific limits on individual water consumption to
achieve significant reductions in use. Under both
mandatory restrictions imposed by the Commonwealth
and local water rationing, procedures are provided for
granting of variances to consider individual hardships
and economic dislocations.
Preparing a Drought Plan in the winter
when water supplies look good, gives systems the
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What’s On Tap
by Chris Shutt
Water Circuit Rider

Well here we are with another issue of the
magazine. As a matter of fact it is the conference issue
and I’m looking forward to another great time as well
as seeing you all again in State College.
I think we will discuss another subject of
interest in the next couple of articles. This subject
is corrosive water. I have been asked so many times
what causes this pitting wearing and a number of other
things in the distribution system. So let’s talk about
this nasty affect that gives us all grief.
It is important for a water system to provide
non corrosive water throughout its distribution system.
Corrosive water can cause two major problems for
water systems.
It deteriorates distribution systems and metal
plumbing materials by weakening pipes and fixtures,
and the metals that leach into the water supply as a
result of corrosion can affect the color, odor, taste,
and safety of the water.
When piping materials deteriorate, the damage
is called corrosion. Within piping materials, corrosion
is caused by the physical and chemical effects of
corrosive water.
It is important
for the water system
operator to understand
how to inhibit the
corrosiveness of
w a t e r, t o f i g h t
physical damage
to the distribution
system, and to protect
consumer health.
It is also
important for decision
makers to know
their responsibilities
in providing non
c o r r o s i v e w a t e r,
so they can budget
and plan to meet
requirements.
Two common
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effects of corrosion are pitting and leaching. Pitting
is the formation of small pits or holes in pipe surfaces.
The photo at left shows an example of pitting damage.
In copper pipe, for example, pitting may occur
when there is dissolved oxygen in water or high free
chlorine residual. A high free chlorine residual can
lower water’s pH level, causing it to be more acidic,
and therefore more corrosive. This chlorine residual,
combined with any oxygen already present, can create
a strong oxidizing agent
Pitting can be caused by electrical currents
or the presence of dissimilar metals in the water.
Whatever the cause, the end results of pitting can
be leaks or potential breakage of pipes and fixtures.
While pitting affects the physical condition of the
distribution system and service lines, leaching can
affect the physical condition of water and consumer
health.
Leaching describes what happens when
corrosive water begins to dissolve the metals used for
piping. The water carries the dissolved (leached) metal
in solution to the consumer’s tap. This leached metal
can alter the appearance, odor, and taste of water. For
example, leached copper can turn water a blue green
color, and large amounts of copper in the water can
cause a bitter taste. Leached lead, however, presents
no change in water’s appearance, taste, or odor
that consumers can detect, but can affect consumer
health.
An excessive amount of lead is toxic to
humans. It can damage the brain, liver and kidneys,
and can contribute to anemia by interfering with
the production of red blood cells. It also affects the
nervous system by stripping protective coatings from
the nerves. The presence of lead in the human body
is cumulative. Lead builds up in tissue and bone over
time. It can take years for the body to rid itself of a
single exposure to lead.
The United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) has adopted an action level for
lead of 0.015 milligrams per liter (mg/1) [15 parts
1-800-653-PRWA
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per billion]. Corrosion control starts with providing
non corrosive water. To do this, you must be aware of
the physical and chemical factors that affect water’s
corrosiveness.
Temperature is a physical factor that can
affect water’s corrosiveness. Corrosion is a chemical
reaction, which, like other chemical reactions, speeds
up when temperature is increased. When water
reaches a temperature exceeding 70° Fahrenheit,
corrosiveness increases. Normally, water leaves the
ground at approximately 50-55° Fahrenheit. Once it
is in the distribution system, a good temperature range
for non corrosive water is between 60 70° Fahrenheit.
Below 60° Fahrenheit, the effectiveness of disinfection
methods may be diminished, and either greater
amounts of disinfection chemicals or longer contact
times may be required for thorough disinfection.
Chemical factors that affect water ’s
corrosiveness include:

pH level

Carbon dioxide

Dissolved oxygen

Chlorine

Hardness

Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)
pH is a value that expresses the intensity of acid or
base of a Substance. pH is measured on a scale of 0
to 14. A pH of 0 indicates extreme acidity; a pH of
14 indicates extreme basic (alkaline) conditions. A
pH of 7 is considered neutral. If water has a pH value
between 0 and 7, it is considered acidic and potentially
corrosive.
The carbon dioxide level in water relates to its
pH level. In surface waters, increases and decreases
in pH are caused by changes in carbon dioxide used
in photosynthesis and respiration of algae. During
the day, organisms use sunlight and plant chlorophyll
to convert carbon dioxide into oxygen, lowering the
level of carbon dioxide in the water. This increases
the water’s pH level. At night, respiration of algae
increases the level of carbon dioxide in the water. This
decreases the water’s pH level. As carbon dioxide
levels in water increase, the pH level decreases, which
affects its acidity and corrosiveness. Ground waters
may be acidic because they contain large amounts of
carbon dioxide. This carbon dioxide may be carried
by rain which soaks into the soil, but is more likely to
be carried by water that flows through plant roots and
decaying vegetation beneath the soil. Ground water
retains a high level of carbon dioxide because it is
underground and the carbon dioxide has no means of
release, through sunlight or plant life respiration, into
WWW.PRWA.COM

the atmosphere.
The presence of dissolved oxygen in water
speeds up corrosive reactions such as pitting. Since
corrosion occurs only in the presence of oxygen, high
levels of dissolved oxygen in water will increase its
corrosiveness
An excessive chlorine residual can lower water’s pH
level, causing it to be more acidic and more corrosive.
A strong oxidizing agent, chlorine can add to whatever
oxygen may already be present in water, increasing
its potential corrosiveness.
Calcium and magnesium compounds affect
water’ hardness or softness. Generally, hard water
deposits minerals and soft water dissolves them. Hard
water produces a scale in piping materials, which
protects them from corrosion. Water should only be
hard enough to produce a light scale or film inside
piping materials. If the water is too hard, it produces a
heavy scale build up that will restrict the velocity and
amount of flow through pipes. Water hardness levels
between 61 and 120 milligrams per liter as calcium
carbonate (CaC03) may be beneficial in insulating
piping materials from the corrosive effects of water.
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) is the expression
of the total concentration of dissolved mineral salts
in water. These salts include calcium and magnesium
carbonates, bicarbonates, chlorides, sulfates, iron and
manganese. Like water hardness, the amount of TDS
affects water’s
Scale forming abilities. In order for water to
be non- corrosive, it should have a TDS level between
50 and 500 milligrams per liter.
Physical and chemical factors are often
interrelated. For example, some cold surface water
supplies have high dissolved oxygen levels and thus
are highly corrosive, even though their temperature
is well below 70° Fahrenheit. A change in either a
physical or chemical factor can affect the other factors
that affect the corrosive potential of water.
Physical damage to piping materials and
service lines due to the corrosive effects of water is
a serious problem, but even more so are the health
risks presented by lead leaching. Of the factors that
contribute to water’s corrosiveness, pH and hardness
are most important in controlling lead leaching. You
can test the pH and hardness of water at your site
before it goes into the distribution system to determine
if it is potentially corrosive. You can also determine
the rate of corrosion. Then you can evaluate any need
for and method of treatment.
Well I think this is the all for now. Next time
we will cover determining how corrosive is your
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Count Your Blessings
by Glenn Cowles
Water Circuit Rider

I hope this article finds you all well and that
you had a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year!!  I also hope that by the time you read this, that
we’re done shoveling snow and looking forward to
mowing grass.   Since my last article, I’ve been to
California, Arizona and Louisiana – and though all of
these places are nice…there’s no place like home!  
Usually the most difficult part of this job for
me is writing the quarterly article for our magazine…
deciding what to write about and gathering facts.  This
quarter, it was easy for me to decide what to write
about … the facts are all part of my experience …
but it’s hard thinking of those we saw who had lost
everything that they had and were trying to survive.
In my last article, I said that I’d write this
time about hydrant maintenance, but I feel the need
to share with you my experience this past October
with Louisiana Rural Water Association (LRWA)
while helping with hurricane relief.  Along with Kurt
McFadden, one of PRWA’s wastewater techs, we
traveled the 20 hours to work in western Louisiana.  
Being Kurt and I don’t spend a lot of time together
while in Pennsylvania, this gave us the time to get to
know each other better.  Surprisingly enough, Kurt
only lives 10 miles from me, but we hardly see each
other.  This in itself was rewarding.
After arriving at LRWA’s office in Kinder, LA,
(where we would work was 75 miles from the office
and only 35 miles from the Texas border) we were
welcomed with open arms and then briefed about
the job at hand.  Pat Credeur, the LRWA executive
director, and several members of the staff that were
camped out at the office, brought us up to speed
on what had happened in the past weeks.   For the
previous eight weeks, there were many other Rural
Water Associations there helping LRWA. The first
4-5 weeks were spent in eastern Louisiana and after
that, operations were moved to the west.  
We worked in many areas while in western
Louisiana including Holly Beach, Johnson’s Bayou,
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Cameron and Hackberry – all part of Cameron Parish.  
Louisiana is the only state in the union that does not
have counties.   Its political subdivisions are called
parishes.  Water systems are owned by the Parish and
then split into different districts.  Amazingly enough,
the cost to the customer for water in this parish is
$.90/month.  I couldn’t believe it either!!  That’s right
90 cents a month – this is because of the off shore
oil rigs buying such large volumes of water for their
drilling operations that it offsets the cost to the inland
customer.   This reinforces the importance of large
meter testing and maintenance.
Though we may have to put up with some
snow and bad weather for a couple of months, to me
that’s nothing compared to what I saw in Louisiana
after hurricanes Katrina and Rita.  Within one month
of each other in August/September, there was so much
damage from these two hurricanes that when we were
there in October the amount of devastation that was
still there was unbelievable to me.  Such a beautiful
place right on the Gulf Coast, as long as you didn’t
turn around to see all of the devastation.  There were
towns which once had 400-500 houses, now with
nothing.  
While in Louisiana, our main focus was to
locate plastic water lines. Of all the equipment that I
took with me, the most valuable tool I had was a bent
metal coat hanger. All kinds of fancy equipment and
a bent coat hanger worked the best because there were
no tracer wires with the lines.  We worked ahead of
the other utility companies for three days locating
lines, to help keep them from breaking lines as they
did their work.  The other days spent there we located
curb boxes to shut off service so the main could be
charged to restore service.  I never thought that when
I took this job that I’d have to look over my shoulder
for alligators while I was working!  
Even though the work we were performing
was monotonous and didn’t seem like much to us, the
support that was provided to these communities was
very much appreciated by the local operators, giving
1-800-653-PRWA
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them the will to continue to provide safe drinking
water.  Without good water, no one would be able to
rebuild.  Rebuild??  We need to remember that this is
home for many people.  Since the 1700s, descendants
of the Acadians have been in this area of Louisiana
because they were driven out of Canada because they
would not pledge allegiance to the King of England.  
So, this is home for them for the past 300+ years.
LRWA is definitely a first class operation.
From the staff meetings in the morning, led by prayer
and then each evening meal they provided, also led by
prayer.  These folks were so exhausted after the last
nine weeks of disaster relief, but were still thankful
for all they had and were very quick to show it. The
entire staff of LRWA was very quick to pull together
and work as a team…teamwork was number one to
them.
And can these folks cook – we enjoyed so
many different items while there that my waistline was
there to show it.  After all of the jambalaya, gumbo,
boudin, crawfish, alligator, red beans and rice and
crackling…ten pounds was with me in a hurry.
While we were at LRWA, the opening session
video from the NRWA Conference in California was
shown.  This was a very touching moment, because
it showed support by ALL for the folks in Louisiana,
even though they were not able to attend because of
the need to stay and help the water systems.  This was
a decision by all at LRWA, home was their place at
the time and where they needed to be.  After we had
left, LRWA said they were not going to contact any
other state for help at that time; they were going to
try to proceed on a normal schedule.  Even though
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there was eight weeks worth of help before us, there
still was plenty to do when we left.   Because their
efforts had been focused only on hurricane relief,
many systems had been neglected and they realized
they needed some attention as well with training and
technical assistance.
While we were in Louisiana, some folks from
Virginia were also there.  Rick Brown, the Virginia
Rural Water Executive Director and an operator from
a system in Salem, Virginia.  It was great to get to
work with these folks and realize the close ties that
all folks who work with rural water have.  We also
worked with different operators who were there to do
what they could, even though they had lost everything.  
We also worked with a gentleman who was a shrimp
fisherman, but because of the hurricane had lost his
boat.  He was there to help until his normal job could
be resumed.
Prior to these hurricanes, there was a group
of executive directors that were working on an
emergency response plan.  Because of the hurricanes,
the development of this plan was interrupted, but it
was found that the best way to learn and comprise a
plan were the lessons learned in the field. Great for
developing a plan, but definitely not great for those
affected.   The hotel that we stayed in also housed
approximately 50 families who had nothing.   I
remember on Halloween morning walking by a room
on my way out for the day and seeing that one of the
children in the room had drawn a jack-o-lantern to
hang in the window.  No pumpkin to carve, but yet
they were still making the best out of what they had.  
I was happy to find that I had a bag of candy in the
truck that I was able to share with the children at the
hotel.
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A NATIONAL DRINKING WATER CLEARINGHOUSE FACT SHEET

System Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA)
by Zacharla M . Lahlou. Ph .D.. Technical Assistance Consultant

Summary
As small water systems continue to struggle to become more efficient. technology provides good
ways to Improve operations. Nowhere Is this more apparent than In the application of control and
communications systems-namely SCADA {System Control and Data Acqulsttton}--<md their ablltly

to provide system and Information management that can help utilities meet regulatory requirements.
reduce operating costs. and Improve customer service. A water distribution system transports water
from Ute treatmentfacUity to Ute user. Tfte diStribtion system should supply water. wiUtout Impairing
Its qurtll(y. In orlequnfe qurmtll/(!:!1; and ot sr!lficient pres.su,-e_t; to meet sus.tem rP.f]ulrements.

control the addition of chemicals. In the
distribution system. SCADA can supervise
and control the water pressure of networks.
assure water pressure ts uniformly dtstrlb·
uted. lower the leakage rate. and store data
for future analysis.

What Is SCADA?

A SCAOA system consists of a computer placed
at a central lO<:atlon. communiCations equip·
ment. programmable logic controllers. sensors.
and other devices that when put together. \viii
monitor and control equipment and prO<:esses
In a utility, such as a water system. Remote
SCADA Is not a new technology by any
sites. equipped with remote telemetry unlts
means. but signlflcant innovations and
(RTUsJ. can be located as close as \vlthln the
Improvements
have been achleved stnce
same building or as far away as across the
Introduction.
Its
By automating many
country. RTUs measure a variety of conditions
routine
tasks.
a
SCAOA
system frees the
and parameters. Including tank
levels. temperature. voltage. cur·
SCADA System
rent. volumes. and now rates. and
report back to a central prO<:ess·
Ing unit (CPU). This technology Is
~j
/
Fresh
widely accepted In the water and
~ Water
wastewater Industries as a reliable
""'•
LL.......I WeDs
and efficient control system.
Lift Station

....

~

£

RTU's

SCADA Equipment Enhances
Water Operations
Funcuons t11at the SCAOA system
can perform Include: remote mon·
ltortng or well levels and control
of their pumps. and monitoring
flows, tank levels. or pressures In
storage tanks. A SCADA system
can also monitor water quality
characteristics. such as pH. tuT·
btdlty. and chlorine residual. and

Gr=n

Storage

Tank

Treatment Planl

oae
Elevated

Tank

Base Station
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viable option. Initial
Installation costs.
which are ofien hlgb.
typically pay for
themselves In a short
ume through direct
labor and vehicle cost
savings. as well as
Increased efficiency.

Due to a low c.a x
base. many small
... . <J _
,__ communllles
have
~I
"'' ~
limited finanCial
•
resources for drinkIng water system
management and
operaUon. Thus. It Is
difficult for operators
to maintain extensive
manual monitoring
to ensu re the system
••
compiles with complex regulations.
J
These small systems.
U>ereforc. frequently
SCAOA allows wale< operators to monaor the entire distribution syslem from one location.
violate (monitoring/
reporting violations)
plant operator to perform other duties. such as
the SDWA and Its amendments. according to
addressing state and federal reporting require·
the National Research Council.
ments. In fact. SCADA can assist In mandated
reporting because It can store various activities
One solution to keeping up with ever more
and Information on the computer. Graphs and
stringent requirements Is for several small
reports can be generated automaUcally using
commun!Ues to pool their resources. The U.S.
the data coUected remotely from the Oeld. These
Environmental Protection Agency Is evaluating
reports are Important In inferring producUon and
the option of using remote telemetry. eaUed an
consumpUon patterns. data that help manage
"electronic clrcult·rlder." that allows one quallJled
the water resources more efficiently. Stored Inforoperator to monitor and control tl1e operaUon or
mation also proves invaluable when producing
several small treatment systems from a cenlrally
tlte annual Consumer Conlldence Reports
located computer. USing such a system can opU·
required under the 1996 Safe Drinking Water
miZe the tlllle spent taking dally readings out In
Act (SDWA} Amendments.
the Oeld. For onslte Inspection a nd maintenance
efforts. the RTS allows the operator to vlsll only
SCADA Is useful In an emergency situation.
the problemauc systems. The results expected
hnmcdlately following an Incident. an operator
from an approprtately dcsi!Plcd rutd s uccessfully
crut be notified via personal pager and Increase deployed remote monitoring ru1d control system
response capability dramatically. SCADA pro·
Include enhanced water quality. compliance with
vldes multipurpose utility management. operating existing water quality reguJaUons. and reduced
Oex!bUlty and more complex system control.
operating and maintenance costs for small
SCADA keeps an eye on the entire system from
communities.
one place.
Security Measures Are a Concern
~ SCADA Provides Cost-Ettectlve Control
Experienced computer hackers can access
~
and Monitoring for Small Water S,y•tema
SCADA systems lhal operate over the Internet
two Because of Its cost. smaller systems oficn
and deactivate process alarms. change clleml~
viewed SCADA as a luxury Item. But water
cal parameters. start and stop equipment. and
~
system management has become complex and
so on. The results of such an bttruslon can
SCADA has become more advanced yet. parabe devastating to the general public and to
doxically less expensive. making SCAOA a
plant employees.
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SCADA Contponeats aacl Teratlnology
Distributed Control System (DCS): An integrated
system made up of many subsystems that are
remotely located. Each subsystem can operate
lndependenUy.
Modem (MOdulator DEModulator): Used to con-

vert signals In one form to another. This Is generally used for oommunicalioo between ~ers and
other devices over telephone lines or radio.
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC): A microprooe$Sor-based controller. usually with multiple
Inputs and outputs and a program to perform
control functions
Remote Telemetry Unit or Remote Terminal Unit
(RTU): A microprocessor device with multiple
Inputs and outputS connected to field inslnlments and devices. The RTUs translate these
signals to digital form and ttansmit the same
to centtallocation by radio or telephOne lines.

Many system managers Installed protection
as part or Lhcir "Y2K" contingen cy plans. The
Ukellhood of a terrorist cyber attack Is less llkely
Lhan a cybeT attack from a dl~ntled employee.
Fortunately. Lhere are steps a system can take to
minimize a security breech.
The National Infrastructure ProtccUon Center
(NIPC). located to the Federal Bureau of loves!·
!gallons headquarters In Washington. D.C ..
shares Information w!Lh publlc and private sector
owners and operators of crtllcallnfrastructures.
The N1PC monitors. warns. and Investigates
unlawful acts Involving computer and lnformaUo•l technologies. The agency manages computer
Intrusion lnvestlgaUons and supports law
enforcement related to cybcr crimes.
Best practices r egardtng the securi ty or SCADA
operauon Include:
• Internal threats are usualty Lhe main sec u rity challenge. The key to managing Inter·
nal Lhreats Is understanding who might
do what and why.
• Log-Ins should be traceable and a strong
password auLhenllcallon process used.
• Suggest that a uUIJty consider fiber optics
to each of tis remote facilities. Thts ts the
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best solution In terms of bandwtdLh and
security .
• Suggest taking a look at commerctally
available tools for monitoring computers
and having a security team review activity
weekly to verify that only authorized u sers
are accessing Lhe system .

What should be considered when buying
a S<;ADA &)'Stem?
Sel ecting Lhc appropriate SCADA system
sofiware Is all-tmponant. The sortware program
should be capable of performing every task needed to operate and matotatn water treatment and
Ute distribution system. Its use In many similar
applications should prove tts reliability. Make
sure the hardware supplier and U1c software
developer can guarantee prompt. efficient. and
cost effective support. The manufacturer should
have experience In Lhe water and wastewater
Industry and be able to provide service. replacement parts. and support fo.- Lhe system \vllen
needed.
To expedite Lhe selection of specific devices/
components for an RTS Utat monitors and
controls a sroal.l drln.klng water facility. prepare
a list of features associated \vtlh the parUcular
water treatment facUlty. ldenllfy Lhe water quallty
parameters and typeS of monttortng Lhat are
key to Lhe specific operauon. For example. monl·
to.- residual cblorlne to verify disinfection operations. Next. review Lhe regulatory oompllance
requirements and consider Lhem when revtewtng
manufacturers· specUlcattons and dlscusstog Lhe
appllcablllty of their device or system. Finally.
select the monltortng device.

it Is important to document the pump char·
act crisUcs. oper ational functions . and tile
physical dlnlenslons of Lhe t.r eatment system
before sel ecting components to monitor flow

,_br~~

John Barl<ey, plant operator for Martln·s Ferry, Ohio, inspects
the water levels of the system's storage tanks from his desk.

rates. pressure. electrical usage. or other
process functions. Know factllly speciJlcations
when contacting technical representatives of
process monltorl!1g/control devices. Component
selection must be based on the plant's operational characteristics.
Data acquisition and telemetry components
can be purchased as package Items. but again.
tdentiJY an Inventory of what devices will be
used on Une and what options exist for transmitting data In the locallly of the treatment
plant before contacting suppliers.

For More Information
Booth. R.. D. Ryan. and C. Hewell. 2001. Tedlnl<al Serurfly and
Caunterme<~suros \VhUe Paper for ll'ater UtUWes. Waslltngtoo.
DC: The Natlcmal Council lor Publle-Prt1-a<e Partnerships.
Lebeau. L. W. J997. •Automauon Proje:e:t Floods Water Deparunent
l\1th Useful Data.· Water Engtneertng Md Management. Des
Plaines, IL: Scranton GOette Communka.Uons.
Madabhushl. B.S. 2000.

·can

NatiOnal Research Coundl. 1997. Sofe Water From Every Tap.
WasWngton. DC: National Academy Press.

Pollack. A. J .. A. S. Chen. R. C. Haugl>l. and J . A. Goodrich. 1999.
OptiOns for Remote Mont/Drltlg and Control of SmnU Drtnldng
\Vater FaciU«es. Columbus. OH: Batelle Press.
Rossmiller. R.. and M. C. Moavent. 2000. "\"Vater UtOtty Mixes

'technology arid CrtatMty fof- Control and Com.munkaHOris
SoJutJon: Water Engrneenng ond Management. Des Aalnes, ll,;
Scranton GileLte CommurlicaUon.s.

To learn more about Ute National /njraslructure
Protection Center (N/PC), write to the NIPC. 935
Pennsylvania Avenue. NW. Washington, D.C.
20535.000.1. call f.{)lljree (888) 585-9078. or
e-mail nlpc.watch@lbt.gov. Jtiformation ts also
available on the NIPC Web sfte at www.nlpc.gov.

For further Information. to comment on this
fact sheet. or to suggest topics, contact Or.
Lahlou via e-man allahloum@hotmall.com.
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Tech Briefs?
Tech Briefs. drinking water treatment and supply fact
sheets, have been a regular feature in the National
Crlnking Water Clearinghouse (NDWC) publication
On Tap for mo<e than six years.

A package of Tech Briefs is oow available as a product A three-ring binder holds all the current Tech Briefs
in print New selections can eas~y be added lo the
package as they become available.
To order this product, call the NDWC at the numbers listed at the bottom or this ad and ask for Item
#DWPKPE71 . The Item Is free. Additional copies
of fact sheets are also free; however, postal charges
may be added. You can also order copies or one or
all of the free Tech Briefs listed below.

SCADA beneOt small systemsr

WCJter Sense. 6. no. 2. Morgantown. WV: NaUonal Drinking
Water Clearinghouse.

~

Have you read all our

Zacharia M. Lahlou holds a doctorate
in Environmental and Natural Resource
Economics, as well a.san MBA and a
master's degree in Civil and Environmental Engineering from West Virginia
University. Now a consultant, he formerly served as technical assistance coordinator
for the National Drinking Water Clearinghouse.

Tech Briel: Disinfection, item #DWBLPE47;
Tech Brief: Filtration, Item #DWBLPE50;
Tech Brief: Corrosion Control, item #DWBLPE52;
Tech Brief: ion Exchange and Oemlnerallzallon,
item #DWBLPE56;
Tech Brief: Organics Removal, item #DWBLPE59;
Tech Brief: Package Plants, Item #DWBLPE63;
Tech Brief: Water Treatment Plant Residuals
Management, item #DWBLPE65;
Tech Brief: Ume Softening, item #DWBLPE67;
Tech Brief: Iron and Manganese Removal, Item
#DWBLPE70;
Water Conservation Measures Fact Sheet. item
#DWBLPE74;
Tech Briel: Membrane Filtration. item IIDWBLPE61 ;
Tech Brief: Treatment Technologies for Small
Drinking Water Systems, item #DWPSPE62;
Tech Brief: Ozone, item #DWBLPE64;
Tech Brief: Radionuc!ides, item #DWBLPE64;
Tech Brief: Slow Sand Filtration, item #DWBLPE99;
Tech Briel: Ultraviolet Disinfection, item
#DWBLPE101;
Tech Brief: Leak Detection and Water Loss Control,
item #DWBLPE102;
Tech Brief: Diatomaceous Earth Filtration for
Drinking Water, item #DWBLPE106.
To order, caD the NDWC at

(800) 624-8301 or (304) 293-4191.
You also may order onRne at
ndwc_orders@maR.nesc.wvu.edu
or download fact sheets from our
web site at www.ndWc.wvv.edu.

This article is reprinted from On Tap, a free quarterly magazine published by the National Environmental Services Center
(NESC). To learn more about services offered by the NESC visit www.nesc.wvu.edu or call toll free (800) 624-8301.
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Hello PRWA
by John Buskirk
Wastewater Training Technician

My name is John Buskirk and I am very
excited about the opportunity to work for PRWA.  My
family and I moved to State College last summer to
be closer to my wife’s family.  Tami and I have been
married for 14 years and we have two wonderful
children Haley (11) and Eric (9).  I am originally from
Illinois (please don’t hold that against me) but lived
in Florida for 15 years where I was introduced to the
wastewater field at the age of 22. Today, I have over
20 years of experience in wastewater operations and
hold a Class A Florida and Class 1 Illinois Wastewater
License as well as a Class K Industrial License.  I am
currently in the process of obtaining my Pennsylvania
license.
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My first job was with Orange County Utilities
in Orlando, Florida.  I worked for Orange County for
15 years as an operator and had the opportunity to
work at several of their wastewater facilities ranging
from 15,000 MGD – 20,000,000 MGD.
My wife and I moved to Illinois in May of
1999 to raise our family in an area that has four seasons
rather than one.  There I worked as the Environmental
Safety Coordinator at Hanna Steel Corporation and as
a Senior Wastewater Operator for Caterpillar Inc.  As
the environmental / safety coordinator, some of my
responsibilities included the orientation and training
of employees, and the submission of annual reports
to governing agencies. While with Hanna Steel and
Caterpillar, I was able to branch into industrial waste
treatment. Industrial waste treatment is unique in that
you strive to accomplish the same results as in sanitary
waste but do it chemically rather than biologically.  
Regardless of the waste you have or how you treat it
the goal is to make it clean.
I am looking forward to getting to know the
operators around the state and learning about your
operations.

1-800-653-PRWA
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Where is This in PA?
James S. Phillips
Borough of East Stroudsburg
Monroe County
East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania
James S. Phillips, manager at Borough of East Stroudsburg
in Monroe county, was the winner of the Winter 2005
Where is This in PA? contest.  Ron guessed I-81 South in
Franklin county Pennsylvania.  This huge blue Benjamin
Moore & Company paint can towers by the side of I-81
and serves as a fitting billboard for Benjamin Moore &
Company paints.   However, the monumental paint can
did not begin life for this purpose.  In the 80’s government
funding built this 35 foot tall tank to serve as a recycling
center for used motor oil.  Unfortunately the tank never
fullfilled this mission, but instead has been decked out as

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Inflow and Infiltration
by Dave Muzzy
Wastewater Training Technician

What is Inflow & Infiltration? Inflow and
Infiltration is water that enters the sewer system through
cracked pipes, leaky manholes, improperly connected
storm drains, down spouts, and pumps. Most inflow
comes from storm water and most infiltration comes
from groundwater.  
Inflow: Inflow occurs as a result of storm events
such as rainfall, snowfall, springs or snow melt that
enter the sewer system, contributing excess, unplanned
flow. Three examples of these are 1) surface water:
which enters the wastewater system from yard, roof and
footing drains; 2) cross-connections: with storm drains,
downspouts; and 3) holes in manhole covers.
Infiltration: Infiltration is ground water that
enters the sewer collection system through holes, breaks,
joint failures, and other openings within the underground
piping and manholes. Infiltration quantities often exhibit
seasonal variation.  Storm events can trigger a rise in
ground water levels and increase infiltration flows.
The highest infiltration flows are observed following
significant storm events or following prolonged periods
of precipitation.
Why is I & I a problem?   I & I problems
allow clean water to enter into the collection system.  
This causes excess capacity needs in sewer pipes, excess
capacity needs at the wastewater treatment facility, and
increased treatment costs resulting in increased rates for
utility customers.
Regulatory Mandates:   A coalition of
environmental groups, along with state and federal
governments, has produced regulations essentially
telling wastewater facilities to eliminate Inflow &
Infiltration.
The options are as follows:
• Eliminate existing I & I problems. If this can’t
be accomplished, the wastewater system may
be forced to:
• Build lagoons to hold sewage for future
treatment, or
• Acquire additional treatment capacity by
upgrading the facility
Budgetary Considerations:   Regardless
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of our personal feelings about the environment
or government mandates, it makes sense for local
government to upgrade the failing infrastructure and
prevent future problems.   It is not uncommon for a
system to experience flows of 3 to 4 times their normal
dry weather flows when it rains. If that flow would
continue for 30 days out of a year, it would cost a 10
MGD plant about $1.5 million per year just for chemicals
to treat the rainwater that infiltrates the system. Most
small waste water systems will find this additional cost
prohibitive and could be forced to increase rates in order
to obtain the funds needed for the increased cost.
With some simple planning and methodic
evaluation, most systems are capable of decreasing
the amount of I&I that pours through the system from
sources other than normal wastewater discharge.
1. Detection - Map your system FIRST!
It is very important to have an accurate map of your
collection system showing each drainage basin, direction
of flow and pump stations. Other things like pipe slope
and diameter would also be beneficial. If you don’t know
where your lines are located or where they flow from,
it will be difficult to accurately assess the amount of
wastewater flow under normal circumstances and nearly
impossible to assess under abnormal conditions.
2. Visual inspection: This is as simple as it
sounds. When it’s raining and/or the day after, visually
inspect manholes for any problems and observe the flow
in the invert and compare it to dry days. This simple
observation will begin to define where the potential
problems are.
3.   Manhole Inspection Worksheet:  A
Manhole Inspection Worksheet should include the
following:
• Inspector name and inspection date
• Manhole number, location and downstream
manhole number
• Manhole elevations, construction and pipe
data
• Estimated amount of I & I
• Rehabilitation required
• Rehabilitation rating key
• Picture and sketch of manhole, noting problem

1-800-653-PRWA
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areas
4. Smoke Testing: Smoke Testing is the
easiest and most cost effective method to identify I
& I problems.   Smoking testing will identify illegal
connections, storm water cross connections, abandoned
lines that have not been properly plugged, cracked pipes,
and bad service connections.   This will also identify
some problems immediately, but more importantly, it
will provide the information needed to prioritize the
order needed to correct problems.  For safety purposes
remember to always use liquid smoke and notify the
public of your intent to use the smoke. Remember to
stress that the smoke is harmless to the operator, the
home or business owners, and pets.
5.   Dye Testing: Dye Testing can be very
effective in determining where I & I enters the system
through such avenues as storm water inlets, rain spouts
and sump pumps.  This can also be used to verify smoke
testing results.  This method of I & I detection is more
costly than smoke testing, requires large quantities of
water, and it will take longer to collect the info needed
for the study.
6. TV Camera Inspections:   Camera
inspection becomes necessary to pinpoint specific
problems that have been observed.  To identify a bad
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service connection or a cracked pipe requires televising
your system. By smoke testing first, you will have
identified your problem areas and prioritized where to
start.
7.  Duck Test:  Yes, there really is a remarkably
easy test that involves using a little rubber duck!  Go
to the local Dollar Store and buy a bag of yellow baby
ducks. Using a black, permanent maker, write a number
on the bottom of the ducks in sequential order. Take the
numbered ducks to the storm drains that are suspected
of being tied into the sanitary sewer line. Deposit one
duck per drain and write down the number of the duck
and location of the drain. Wait until it rains and if any
little, yellow, plastic ducks show up at the sewer plant
for treatment, check the number on the bottom and the
corresponding drains that the ducks were dropped into,
and that drain is the one that is tied in to the sanitary
sewer.  Simple and inexpensive.  Does it get any better
than that? Quack, quack!
There are many methods available to determine
the extent of I & I problems, ranging in price from just
a few dollars to many thousands of dollars. It is up to
each waste water system to determine the course of
action that is right for their system.  By eliminating the
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Chapter 252
by Kurt McFadden
Wastewater Training Technician

Hello Everyone, spring has finally made it to
many parts of our state. I have been very busy traveling
around getting to know many of you and discussing
many of the upcoming issues which effect Wastewater
operations in the future. One of the topics, which are
in the forefront of many discussions, is the Chapter
252 Laboratory Accreditation Regulation. I encourage
you to become informed on these regulations; they
will ultimately affect everyone in the wastewater
business. PRWA has put on several half-Day seminars
throughout the state, which have proved to be very
informative. At the time of this writing our staff is
working on ways to help the small systems comply
with these new regulations. Another good source
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of information is the DEP’s website, it is updated
regularly and has a download of the entire chapter
252 regulations. These regulations are complex and
will take work and time to get everyone up to speed.
I would also like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone who supported PRWA’s relief effort
in Louisiana in October of 2005. I was lucky to be
chosen to go to Louisiana along with PRWA water
tech Glenn Cowles to assist in relief efforts for victims
of hurricane Rita. There is no amount of training or
planning that can prepare someone for the kind of
devastation that we saw in Southwestern Louisiana.
However I can assure you the residents of this rural
area are survivors and will persevere. It is sad that it
takes an event like this to see the best and the worst
of humanity.
One of the questions being addressed at
this time by Fema is why are water and wastewater
operators not part of first responder teams to an
emergency of this magnitude? And the importance
of local relief organizations that know the county and
municipal systems and what their people need. These
are all issues that are to be addressed so response
to following disasters may be more efficient. I look
forward to talking to any of you on these issues.
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Mark your calendars!!
It is only a few weeks before the PRWA
2006 Annual Conference. The staff has been busy
for months making arrangements for quality DEP
approved training, networking opportunities,
outstanding food and really fun entertainment.
The training schedule is packed with
opportunities for whatever level operator you
are whether you are getting ready to take the
Certification Exam or have been tweaking the
controls for years.
This year’s schedule has two special tracks
for the operator in training getting ready for that
exam. On Wednesday and Thursday PRWA will
help you prepare for that exam with training
geared especially for you. Test taking tips to “key”
points of knowledge for the General Exam and
many of the sub-classes will be taught by PRWA
staff and qualified associate members. If you plan
to take the test, try to attend these two days of
training.
If you are that experienced operator looking
for contact hours, you can earn 12 contact hours
just for attending classes Tuesday thru Friday.
The PRWA Annual Conference is the
premier training event all operators should
experience. It not only provides a wealth of
useful information, introductions to new products,
networking with other operators and primacy
personnel and vendors, but also is a chance to let
your hair down and have some fun.
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A
B
C

Date
Of Class

~rural~
Name

April S

PADEP PADEP
Course Contact
Number Hours

Llll:ation/
County

Water?
Wastewater?
Both?

ApriiiB

Water Disinfection
Organic/Inorganic Removal

TBA
TBA

TBA
TBA

Apri1 19

Wastawater Dparatur Math

887

GHours Greensburg

431

32 Hours Erie

1608
TBA
B74

30 Hours Erie
Both
Schuylkill Co. Both
TBA
21Hours Erie
Both

TBA

645

TBA
Harrisburg
13 Hours Erie

Both
Both

N-A

None

Water

Apr 24-2B Backflow Prevention Assambly Tastar Coursa
{ASSECertification)
Backflow Prevention Assembly Specialist Training
Systam Meintananca
Backflow Prevention Assambly Tastar Coursa
{ASSE Re-Certification)
S~m Maintananca
Prevention Assam. Repair/Maintanance
2-0ay
Part I. DCS DE Water Pra-Certifi:ation

PRWA
Trainer

Mercer
Butler Co.

linesville
linesville

Water
Water

Penny McCoy
Penny McCoy

Wastewater Kurt McFadden
Ralph Vanora
Both
Ralph Vanora
PennyMcCoy
Ralph Vanora

Washington
Washington
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2006 Location is
The Ninany Lion Inn
State College, PA
Trainers that ore elq)el'ts in their
fields- A schedule that a llows
learning, fun and relaxation!

Another Cleat PRWA Training
Mini Conlei a ICe DETAILED to the
_ _ _.....,. Small Water & Wastewater Systems!
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--

~n.ralwater

Walter J . Hess
Borough of Kutztown
Superintendent Water/Wastewater
Kutztown, Pa. 19530
phone- 610.683.3202
fax- 610.683.9076
whess@kutztownboro.org

Congratulations!
PRWA Billing Services provided an entry for
ONE FREE SYSTEM FULL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
In PRWA's November Membership Packet Mailing!

866-328-PRWA

Please
visit us at the
Spring Annual
Conference!

~~

WWW.PRWA.COM
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ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
A&M Manufacturing LLC
Accent Control Systems
Advance Instruments Inc
Advanced Land & Water, Inc.
Aerzen
Allmax Software, Inc.
American Avk Company
Aqua Dynamic Systems, Inc.
Aqua Treatment Service, Inc.
Arm Group, Inc.
Ashbrook Corp
ASKCA, Inc.
Bankson Engineers
BCM Engineers
BDP Industries, Inc.
Benatec Associates, Inc.
Benesch, Alfred & Company
Bermad Control Valves
Bioprime, Ltd.
Bissnuss, Inc.
Borton-Lawson
Browns Hill Sand & Glass Block
Buchart-Horn Inc.
C W Sales Corp.
Cam Spray
Cathodix, Inc
CDM, Inc.
CEDG, Inc.
CET Engineering Services
Conestoga-Rovers & Associates, Inc.
Conrady Consultant Services
Control Microsystems, Inc.
Control Systems 21
Coyne, George S. Chemical Enviro Svcs
CWM Environmental
D.R. Cummings, Inc.
Daman Superior, LLC
DAS Group
Datamatic
Dennis Chlorination Service Inc
Dresser Piping Specialties
Dutchland, Inc
E.H.Wachs Company
Eads Group, The
EAP Industries, Inc.
East Jordan Iron Works
Eastcom Associates, Inc.
Eastern Laboratory Services Ltd
EGLS / Learco
Eichelbergers, Inc.
Entech Engineering, Inc.
Envirep, Inc.
Environmental Service Labs Inc
EnviroSolve, Inc.
Exeter Supply Co
Fab-Crete, Inc.
Fairway Laboratories, Inc.
Fayette Engineering Co., Inc.
Ferguson Waterworks
Ferguson Waterworks, Inc.
Firststates Financial Services
Flow Media Inc.
Ford Meter Box
Fox, W.D. Tapping & Welding, Inc.
Foxcroft Equipment & Service Co., Inc.
Fuller Equipment Group, LLC
G A Industries
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
George R. Coulter
GeoServices, Ltd.
Geosource Engineers
Gibson Thomas Engineering
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Gilmore & Associates, Inc.
Glace Associates Inc
Godwin Pumps
Gottschall Environ Control Systems
Graphic Revolutions
Greensburg Environ Contracting Sys, Inc.
GSC | Kleinfelder
Gwin, Dobson and Foreman, Inc.
Hach Company
Hanover Engineering Assoc Inc
Harris Computer Systems
Hawk Creek Laboratory, Inc.
Hawke, McKeon, Sniscak & Kennard, LLP
HDR Engineering, Inc.
Heath Consultants Incorporated
Herbert, Rowland & Grubic, Inc.
High Swartz Roberts & Seidel
Hill, Wm. F. & Associates, Inc.
Hughes Supply, Inc.
Hunt Engineers & Architects
Hydro Designs, Inc.
Hydro Instruments
Hydrotech Mechanical Services, Inc.
Industrial Scientific Corp
ITT Flygt Corporation
Jcm Industries
Kappe Associates, Inc
Keller Engineers, Inc.
Kershner Environmental Tech LLC
Keystone Pump & Power, LLC
Kimball, L. Robert
Kirkpatrick & Lockhart
KLH Engineers, Inc.
KLM Engineering, Inc.
KPI Technology
KTM Associates
KV & M&H Valve Co
L/B Water Service Inc
Larson Design Group, Inc.
Laurel Management Co
Layne Christensen Company
Lee Supply Co., Inc.
Lee-Simpson Associates, Inc.
Linemen’s Supply, Inc.
LRM, Inc.
M.S. Jacobs & Associates
Maguire Group, Inc.
Mahaffey Laboratory
Markey Utility Operations, Inc.
Marsh-McBirney, Inc.
Master Meter, Inc.
McDonald, A.Y. Mfg. Co., Inc.
McElvenny, J.P. Co., Inc..
McKee Risk Management, Inc.
Mid Atlantic Pump And Equipment Co
Mid Atlantic Storage Syst, Inc.
Mid Penn Engineering Corp.
Modern Industries, Inc.
Modern Pump & Equipment
Moody & Assoc Inc
Morris Knowles & Associates, Inc.
Mr. Rehab, Inc.
Mtek, Inc.
Mueller Co.
Municipal Maintenance Co., Inc.
Natgun Corporation
National Road Utility Supply Co
National Waterworks
Navarro & Wright Consulting Engineers
Neal Systems Inc
Neptune Chemical Pump Company
Neptune Technology Group

Keystone Tap - Spring 2006

Nichols & Slagle Engineering, Inc.
North East Aquastore, Inc.
Northwest Engineering, Inc.
On Site Energy of Central Pa
Parker Brothers Well Drilling, Inc.
Pearpoint, Inc.
Penn Prime
Philadelphia Mixing Solutions
Phoenix Municipal Software
Pittsburg Tank & Tower
Place, John P. Inc.
PLGIT
Pollardwater.com
Pow-r Mole Sales & Service
Premier Safety & Services
Prosonic Corporation
Pyrz Water Supply Co., Inc.
Quad3 Group, Inc.
RAM Industrial Services, Inc.
Reed Bed Systems, Inc.
Reed Manufacturing Co
Reider, M. J. Assoc, Inc.
Rettew Associates Inc
Riordan Materials Corporation
Robotic Observation Ventures
Rockacy and Associates, Inc.
Romac Industries
Roome Environmental
Rummel, Klepper & Kahl LLP
Sal Chemical Co., Inc
Schoor Depalma
Schreiter Engineering Assoc
Sealguard, Inc.
Sealing Specialists
Seewald Labs, Inc.
Senate Engineering Co
Sensus Metering Systems
Shannon Chemical Corp
Singer Valve, Inc
Site Specific Design, Inc.
Spotts, Stevens And McCoy
Stiffler, McGraw & Assoc, Inc
Suburban Water Technology, Inc.
Suburban Water Testing Labs
Sureflow Technologies
Susquehanna Fire Equipment Co
Teledyne Isco
The Gateway Engineers, Inc.
Therma-Stor Products
Thomas Scientific
Thomas, Thomas, Armstrong & Niesen
TLC Environmental, Inc
Tour Andover Controls
Towerlink America, Llc
Trombold Equipment Company
Trumbull Industries
U.S. Municipal Supply, Inc.
Uni-Tec Consulting Engineers Inc
Univar Usa Inc.
Univar Usa, Inc. - Altoona Branch
USA Bluebook
Utilitronics Corporation
Utility Service Co Inc
ValveTek Utility Services
Watermark Environmental Systems
Weil, W.C. Company
Wilkes University
Yanora Enterprises
* Bold denotes new member

1-800-653-PRWA
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SYSTEM
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

ASSOCIATE
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Disclaimer: Dues and other contributions to local, state or national associations are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income
purposes. Association dues may be deductible as professional or business
expenses to the extent allowable by law.

Disclaimer: Dues and other contributions to local, state or national associations are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income
purposes. Association dues may be deductible as professional or business
expenses to the extent allowable by law.

Name of water utility/municipality/industry/organization

Company Name

Address

Address

City / State / Zip Code

City / State / Zip Code

County

Contact Person

Name of person to receive information

Telephone 			

Telephone 			

Fax

Fax

Email Address

Email Address

Website Address

Please check your system type:
         Water System
         Sewer System
         Dual System (Water & Sewer)
Number Connections:
Number Taps:
Population Served:

Please circle the category you’d like to be listed under
in our PRWA Industry Contact Book:

Annual Dues Rates:
# Connections or taps
0-150
151-1500
1500-5000
over 5000

      Single System       Dual System
$200
$250
$350
$400
$500
$600
$700
$850

Return form with payment to:
PA Rural Water Association
138 West Bishop Street
Bellefonte, PA 16823

Accounting/Financial
Consulting/Engineers
Legal Counsel

Computers/Software
Insurance/Retirement
Services/Supplies

Please provide a brief description of services or products:

Please return this form with $300 dues payment.

Additional Magazine &
Publications Subscription
Name
Address
City / State / Zip Code
Phone:

Our Mission Statement
The mission of the
Pennsylvania Rural Water Association
is to support its members and utilities
throughout the Commonwealth with
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support,
professional technical
certified training,
legislative representation,
Join
and other valuable services
and benefits.
PRWA!
1-800-653-PRWA

~ ruralwater 2006 Salary and Rate Survey
I_P.=l.l
:Aseockl#ton for Small Water and Wastewater Systems
Dear Pennsylvania Water I Wastewater System,
Thank you for your interest in the " PR WA Salary and Rate Survey." Setting competitive salaries and
fair rates is important. This survey will reveal what your Pennsylvania system peers are doing. One survey
should be submitted per system. Please complete the survey and return to ''Salary and Rate Survey,
Pennsylvania Rural Water Association, 138 West Bishop Street, Bellefonte, PA 16823'' or fax to 814-353-9341.
All participants will receive a free copy of the final report. Contact John Hood or Jeff Martin with questions
at 814-353-9302. The questionnaire is also available online at www.prwa.com. The submission deadline has
been extended to March 31 , 2006. Your information will remain confidential. Contact information is required
but will not be published. Complete as many boxes as possible for the Demographic, Salary, and Rate Study.
To ind icate zero (0) you must explicit ly write "0". Empty or blank answers will be omitted in the final report.

Associates email sharon@pnva.com to sponsor 01· advertise in this new publication.
Sincerely,

fol11~
John H. Hood
Contact Information Contact information will not be published, but is for tracking purposes on ly)
Contact
System
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone
Email
System Demographics
County
Ownership
Number Connections
Number Gal.lons I Day
Number C omputers Used
Internet Connection
Salary Study
Staff Cat ceorv
M anaeer
Certified Operator
Oper ator I Laborer
Office Staff

DAuthoritv OMunicipalitv O Private for Profit OPrivate Non-Profit
Water ?
Wastewater ?
Water?
Wa.stewater ?
ONone ODialup Modem ODSL DCable

Number Staff in Cateeorv

Rate Study
Customer Category
Industrial: Avera~te Rate 1 1,000 Gal
Commercial: Averaee Quarterly Rate
Residential: Averaee Qu arterly Rate
Residential Billine. Cvcle

Averaee Years Tenure

Averaee Hourly Salary
$
$
$
$

Water

Wastewater

$
$
$

$
$
$

OMonthlv

D Ou arterlv DOther

138 West Bishop Street
Bellefonte, PA 16823

Change Service Requested

ATTENTION: WATER / WASTEWATER DEPT
When finished reading, please route to:
Operators / Managers
Clerk / Treasurer
Board

PRSRT STD
U.S. Postage
PAID
Permit No. 196
Bellefonte, PA

